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THE DANFORTH N1 KENT GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

A QUIWIN(`IIAL FEV1134

PREFACE

If t e unexamined life is not worth living, the unexamined commitments

of a philanthropic foundation must deserve a similar fate. Or, to use the

words of philOsopher-historian Carl Becker, it's important every so often

to look at the things that go without saying just to be sure they are still

going. In this spirit of taking nothing for granted, the Trustees of the

Danfort Fouhdation stipulated regular quinquennial reviews of its Graduate

Fellow p Program. They were acknowledging, of course, that even though

it may occur more slowly, change is as characteristic of the academic com-

munity as it is of all other facets of contemporary society. And, indeed,

even in academia the -tempo of change has accelerated in recent years.

The Danforth Foundation has b /en identified with education and humane'

values since its creation by Mr. and Mrs. William H. Danforth in 1927.

These foci have both shaped and been served by the unique character of the

. Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program established by tte Board of Trustees

in 1951. As the FoUhdation approaches its golden anniversary, and the

Fellowship Program marks a quarter century of activity, it is especially

timely to reexamine the major commitment of the Foundation's current resources,

resources seriously deplenished by the recent ravages of recession and

inflation. Is the Foundation making a wise investment? What is the evi-

dence? Have conditions in the academic marketplace chaged st,) drastically



that graduate study no longer needs to be subsidized? And is a program which

places emphasis on the preparation of prospective teachers in higher education,

especially one which seeks individuals with value - oriented' concerns, any

longer viable in the final decade's of the twentieth century? These are funda-

mental,questions, and we have searched for answers in this study.

In doing so, we have tried to achieve as broad a data base as possible

on which our conclusions would rest. Previous Fellowship Program reviews

dealt mainly with "input" measures--the characteristi '*s of applicants, the

selection procedures, progress made by Fellows toward terminal degrees,

achievement of the Ph.D. as the culmination of the process, and some infor-

mation on job performance after completion of the degree. In the pait,

little attention was concentrated on "outcome" measures--the placement and

advancement of I,Ilows who go into teaching, the values and goals--thdividual

and institutional--of Fellows as academics, indications of their'fidelity

to the objectives of the Fellowship Program throughout professional careers,

and evidence of leadaxab.ip by Fellows in their professibnal situations. Al,

the request of the Board of' Trustees, this study attempts to ascertain more

broadly the impact of the Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program than has

heretofore been measured. We need to know what difference Danforth or Kent

Fellowships made in the lives of recipients an& in their professional careers.

Only when this information is in hand can the Foundation determine its

direction and future priorities in the field of graduate education.

To gather data, several approaches were used. Danforth and Kent Fellows

from the years 1960, 1966 and 1970 were sampled, along with Near Misses

(persons who reached the final stages but were not selected by the Advisory

7
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Councils), and Woodrow Wilson Fellows from the sae years in order to supply

comparative information. A select number (SS) were designated to be inter-

viewed to igain further insights into the lives of persons who had and had

not been involved in the Danforth Fellowship Program. Further information

and perSpectives were gleaned from persons who --i-fr'stsme way had a sustained

r,

relationship with the Foundation, either as readers, interviewers, advisory

council members or workshop participants. Special insights were provided

in two commissioned papers, one written by Martin A. Kaplan,of the Aspen.

Institute from his experience as a recent Danforth Fellow, the other by

Louis'O. Mink, Professor of Philosophy at Wesleyan'bniversity and Kent Fellow

in the Class of '1947, whose experience bridgeg the years from the period of

the National Council on Religion in Higher Education through the merger of

the Kent and Danforth programs in 1962 on to the present. ,A study by

Eugene Rice, Professor of Sociology at the University of the Pacific and

Program Executive and Faculty Consultant with the Foundation in 1974-75,

on the Danforth Fellows in Mid-Career also added useful perspective.

Our labors have been amply assisted and informed by numbers of people

who participated in the conceptualization of the study, in the development

of guidelines and instruments to carry it forward, and in the analysis of

the findings and completion of the final report. We are especially indebted

to the Fellowship Director, Warren ,Bryan Martin, who helped to establish

parameters for the study and lent wisdom in guiding it. Dean Whitla of the

Office of Instructional Research and Evaluation at Harvard was instrumental

in focusing on topics for the assessment, in processing the data, and in

analyzing the preliminary findings. His assistance and that of persons

from his office were most valuable. Dr. Benson Snyder from the Division for

8



Study and Research in Education at MIT consulted on several occasions, help-

ing to refine the focus of the study and providing useful and refreshing

perspective. The interviewers- -Mary Jo Clark, Sally Gaff, Susan Golden,

Herbert Kells, Pamela Kepple, Virginia Landwehr, Charles Long, William May,

Pat Rosenbaum, Elizabeth Simons,, and/Clifford Wing, were able to gather

insights that no questionnaire alone could reveal. These additional obser-

vations were particularly cogent to the data analysis and development of the

report.

Alt who so patiently and thoughtfully responded to our questionnaires,

interviews, letters and telephone calls should know that their generous

-- cooperation made this 'study possible. The Chairman of the Foundation's

Board of Trustees, William H. Danforth, through his keen interest and per-

sonal observations, and ithe sustaining support of Dr. Gene L. Schwilck

President of the Foundation, added significantly to the progress of the

study. Foundation Staff and personnel, particularly Rita Kwapiszeski and

Eleanor Roling, deserve special thanks for their advice and assistance in

compiling this document. And final1y, but by no means least, our gratitude

to Lillie Mae Rose whose dedication to the Danforth Fellowship Program

throughout its twenty-five year history has provided continuity and a per-

sonal touch of immeasurable importance.

Susan Uchitelle

Robert Kirkwood

April 12, 1976
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1. BACKGROUND

Universities, foundations, and systematic graduate fellowship programs

emerged on the American educational scene almost simultaneously about a

hundred years ago. Their major impact in the United States, however, was

expanded and accelerated ehiefly in the period since World War II. The

Danforth Foundation has thus been in the vanguard of both'the foundation

and fellowship fields during their most important and exciting years.

In response to the growing need for aFademic and professional

education beyond the baccalaureate degree, several programs okfinancial

aid for graduate study began in the early 1950's, funded by private and,

for the first time, by substantial Federal government appropriations. The

National Science Foundation graduate fellowships .were inaugurated in 1952

with apprdximately 700 individual grants. By 1968, the total of all Federal

grants for graduate students reached the staggering figure of 51,500 in a

single fiscal year.1

Unfortunately, much of this involvement was mercurial, and it fell

even more precipitously than it rose. In fiscal 1974 the Federal program

had collapsed to a total of 6,600 fellowship and trainee supports; by 1975,

Federal activity was limited to the National Science Foundation merit

fellowship program offering a total of only 500 new awards.
2

These same

years witnessed the rise of several privately funded activities in support

of graduate students, nowhere nearly approaching the astronomical heights

of the Federal programs, but nonetheless significant. For the most part
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they tqo have declined, including the demise in 1971 of tha Woodrow Wilson

Fellowships which, on a larger scale, paralleled the Danforth Program during

the 'fifties and 'sixties in providing financial aid to prospective college

,

teachers. The net result, of course, has been to diminish drastically the

opportunities for graduate education.

The Danforth Graduate Fellowship 1 am was neither mercurial nor

magnitudinal during this period, purs ing.a deliberate course through the

years since the first Fellows were pointed in 1952. Three thousand stu-

dents and nearly $40,000,000 late it is still active, but that is not to

say the Program has existed in splendid isolation br remained unchanged

through twenty-five years. Quite the contrary, as a few developments will

show.

Kenneth I. Brown became the Foundation's first full-time Executive

Uirectqr in 1951, and the Fellowship Program began that same year. Under

"Kib"'Brown's direction, the Fellowships were imbued with a strongly

religious tone which was openly'and explicitly stated:

,The Foundation is seeking to aid men of proved ability and
leadership who'recognize the place.of religion in their
personal lives_and the work of education, and are seriously
searching for religious maturity within the Christian tra-

dition. . . . theFellowship is not an in er-faith organi-

zation; it is conducted'within the tradition of ProteStant

Christianity.3
.

, x)

Brown retired'in 1961, and in the years to follow the religious emphasis
t

declined. Some accused the Foundation of selling but to seculdrism, and

it is,true that the evangelical fervor of the 'fifties no longer character-

izes its activities. Nevertheless, the most recent Fellowship brochure

(1975) reflects the Program's continuing concern with religious and ethical

issues:-

11

2
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In selecting Danforth, GFW, and Kent Fellows, special attention
is given to four areas: n.

Evidence of a concern for the relation'of ethical or
religious values to disciplines, the educational
process, and to academic and social responsibility.

ot

Whereas Catholics and Jews were exceptions in the ranks of Fellows in the

mid /fifties, by the Mid-sixties the impaft of ecumenicalism was reflebted

inta wide range of religious backgrounds and viewpoints among the Fellows,

and so it continues. 4

The GFW and Kent Fellows mentioned above represent other important

changes since 1951. Women were originally eligible for Danforth Fellowships,

but in 1955 they were disqualified do the grounds that thp4;attrition

rates in graduate school were too high to warrant the investment of lim-

ited Foundation funds. Largely througn the efforts of Dr. Jean Walton; who

in 1962-63 worked with the Foundation during a sabbatical from her position

as Dean of Women at Pomona College, the Fellowship competition was reopened

to women in 1965: A decade later fully fifty perCent of the candidates were

women. In addition, and almost in seeming penance; Graduate Fellowships for

Women were added to the Danforth Program in 1965, providing opportunities

for mature women to resume graduate studies. -;4 'Comprehensive ten-year

x- review of that program was completed in 1975, and some of its conclusions

will Iletaken into account in the recommendations resulting from this study.
5

Kent Fellowships originated in 1923 as part of the program of the
-

National Council on Religion in Higher Education, so named to.honor Charles

Foster Kent, distinguished riofessor of-Biblical Literature at Yale Uni-

-versity from 1901 to 1925. When the Council could no longer sustain them,

12
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support and administration of the Kent Fellowships were assumed by the

Danforth Foundation in 1962, and the Council itself was reorganized as the

Society for Religion in Higher Education. The Fellowship arrangement was

originally for ten years, but the Kent awards soon became an integral part

of the Foundation's Graduate Fellowship Program, and they are so treated

in this,study. In contrast to the Danforth Fellowships, which are available

only to students initiating their graduate programs, men and women could

apply directly to the Foundation for Kent awards after completing at least

one year of graduate study, although they needed the endorsement of a member

of their graduate faculty.

Over the course of fifteen years since Kenneth Brown's retirement in

1961, each of the jive succeeding Directors added his personal style and

emphasis to the Program. Those same years included the most tumultuous

.

and traumatic period in the history of American higher educati.m, a period

which shook /4
o their very roots those educational principles and practices

that it did not shatter entirely. Yet withal, not only was the Danforth

Graduate Fellowship Program sustained, but its fundamental philosophy

remained remarkably intact. The nature of that philosophy and how it was

implemented are examined in the next section of this report.

II, PHILOSOPHY

It was not by chance that the Graduate Fellowship Program was estab-

lished by the Danforth Foundation or that it has Len sustained these many

years. The Foundation began and continues as a philanthropy concerned with

people and valueS, faithfully reflecting the beliefs of its founders.

Occasionally there have been grants for bricks and mortar, but the vast

13
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preponderance of its spending has been for programs and activities centering

on the intellectual and value orientations of individuals. Education was

the natural field to till, and how better than through the preparation of

outstanding men and women with a vocation for teaching.

The Fellowship Program was intended to be different, to be more than

merely a source of money distributed anonymously through monthly checks.

It was to use both meanings of the term fellowship: one, a form of financial

grant to graduate students; the other, and more important, a group sharing

similar interests and experiences on equal terms in a congenial atmosphere.

While Kenneth Brown is most readily identified with the early religious

character of the Danforth Program, he has not always received his due for

10-\\

fostering the broader fellowship concept. Selection procedures were

designed to be as humane as possible (see Section III), but other features

of the Program and especially the personal involvement of Dr. Brown and

succeeding Directors set a tone which has made Danforth Fellowships truly

different. Individual contacts have been cultivated and sustained over the

years by the Directors, Staff members, and especially Miss Lillie Mae Rose

in a manner and on a scale unbeknown to any other fellowship activity.

The Conference programs, all of which were initially mandatory, brought

the Fellows together in the first year, with an optional but strongly

encouraged final-year conference, yet the purpose was essentially unchanged

and remains so even today.

The Fellowship Program was intended to provide added dimensions to

the lives of recipients, dimensions that the Foundation felt would mare a

difference in the lives of Fellows. First were the presumed benefits of

14



the fact of selection--being named a Danforth (or later a Kent) Fellow in

the presence of literally thousands of worthy competitors. Selection was

bound to affect a person's morale, 'self-confidence, and resolve or deter-

mination. Second was the "fellowship of the Fellowships"--the coming

together of Fellows in the general conferences and workshops. Here the

concern for values, assumptions, and the socio-religious aspects of per-

sonal and professional life were stated, reviewed, challenged and defended.

Illustrative of the issues confronted is the list of topics treated at the

1968 First-Year Conference:

'!Revolution in Elementary Education"

"Privacy and the New Technology" of`

"Religion in a Secular World"
"The American Family: Dying or Changing?"
"American Politics and the Idealism of the Young"
"Methodology and the Social Sciences"
"The Urban Crisis: A Way Out of the Woods?"
"The Artist and the Community: Mixed Media and the
New Tribe"
"Popular Culture and the Role of the Teacher"
"Non-logical Truth: Poetry and Religion"
"Which American History Should We Teach?"
"Problems of Morality in Scientific Investigation"
"The Origin of Evil"
"Possibilities for Constitutional Reform"
"What Graduate School Is About and How to Get Along There"

Distinguished scholars and teachers willingly accepted invitations to

participate, as much for their own self-renewal as for the opportunity to

initiate prospective colleagues into the profession. Not all were academics,

however,, and leaders in religion, government, business, labor, and diverse.

other callings shared in the cogitations and camaraderie of weeks or week-

ends at Camp Miniwanca in Michigan, cr later at Illinois Beach State Park

in Zion, and other locations.

The many and varied contacts that Fellows developed with each other,

15
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on their own campuses or on the national level, sometimes led to lifelong

friendships, marriages, often to warm and sustaining professional relation-

ships. All of .this was consistent with the philosophy of the Fellowship

Program, steeped as it ,as in the Judaic-Christian ethos and committed to

the traditions of liberal learning in a community of scholars.

The basic purposes of Danforth activity in the general fellowship

field from the beginning have been:6
4

(1) To identify-and encourage persons of exceptional promise
who desire to become excellent teachers, usually in colleges
and universities, but also in precollegiate institutions.

(2) To improve teaching and its corollary, learning, by increas-
ing the number of teachers who are not only academically
excellent, but who also perceive value questions as central

to education.

(3) To extend the outreach of the Danforth Foundation through
the work of outstanding people who may be expected to have
sustained beneficial influence on secondary and higher

education . . . through leadership positions in colleges

and universities.

Toward fulfillment of these purposes the selection criteria for Danforth

and Kent Fellowships were basically three:7

academic accomplishment and intellectual power
aptitudes for and a commitment to teaching

- evidence of ethical/moral/religious sensibilities.

Throughout the years these have never been separated, ranked, or differenti-

ated in terms of their importance. The goal has been to select Fellows

whose attitudes and actions would show these elements to have come together

in a Creative and effective synthesis. By virtue of its philosophy and its

high aspirations, the Graduate Fellowship Program has posed a major chal-

lenge to those responsible for selecting Fellows in the annual competition.

6
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III. SELECTION_ AND AWARD PROCEDURES

The procedures for nomination and selection of Danforth and tehx

Fellows are intricate and deliberate, with the intent of locating persons

who indicate the greatest promise for success according to the criteria

established by the Foundation. The selection and award procedures are

similar for both Danforth and Kent Fellowships except for the manner of

nomination. Kent Fellows may nominate themselves, and any person into a

second year of graduate study is eligible provided he/she can gain the

endorsement of a faculty member of his/her graduate department.

Eligibility for the Danforth Fellowship is more involved. Letters

explaining the intent and purpose of the Danforth Fellowship Program are

sent to college presidents who, in turn, are asked to appoint liaison

officers who work with a campus committee and other faculty in an effort

to identify nomine,:s. The liaison offiCer officially nominates the person

or persons (the number of nominees ranges from 2 to 5 per campus, determined

by the undergraduate enrollment). All accredited institutions of higher

education are encouraged to enter persons in the competition, and candidates

come from all parts of the country (see appendix).

Once those persons interested are determined eligible, they receive

an application folder and must return all completed documentation to the

Danforth Foundation before the deadline date, usually around mid-December.

All information needed by the Foundation--personal biography, both profes-

sional and personal recommendations, GRE scores, undergraduate and any

graduate transcripts--must be in the Foundation office before the Reading

17
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Committee meets about mid-January. The number of completed dossiers usually

runs close to 2000 a year for tLe Danforth Fellowships, about 800 for the

KentS.

The Reading Committees are groups of distinguished, exceptionally

qualified men and women currently or formerly in the field of higher edu-

cation. They are usually appointed by the Director of the Fellowship

Program, frequently but not always from amor3 persons having had connections

with the Danforth Foundation, either as past Fellows or by participating

in some of the Fellowship activities. The Committee meets in St. Louis

for an intensive work session, normally spending two or three full dayS

reading the completed folders, weighing each applicant's credentials

according to the criteria. Geographical location or personal need do

not enter into the selection process at this stage, although they may be

considered in the final decisions.

Each folder is read at least twice and the candidate evaluated as

outstanding, good or fair, with interview or no interview recommended by

the reader. If there is a difference of opinion between the readers,

there is a third reading for a final determination. ApproxiMately 20

percent of the Danforth applications go to interviewers while; roughly

13 percent of the Kent applications reach that stage.

Again, interviewers are selected by the Fellowship Director and have

competencies similar to those of the readers. The interview stage is a

vital time in the selection process, and it is the point where the first

direct contact occurs between the Danforth Foundation and potential Fellows.

Interviews are set up around the country on a one-to-one basis for the

1 8
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Danforth applicants. Interviewers meet approximately five candidates per

day, preparing a detailed report on each, and deciding whether or not to

recommend a candidate to the Advisory Council. They must help to determine

if a candidate has the potential to make a contribution to higher education,

perhaps by improving the moral quality of educational leadership, and/or

by enhancing the importance of teaching as a vocation. Interviewers use

the same criteria for evaluating Kent Fellowship candidates, but a team of

interviewers meets with each prospect and the team report either recommends

a candidate to the Advisory Council or not.

Approximately 175 Danforth and 75 Kent applicants are recommended to

the Advisory Councils for final selection. In the 1960's approximately

100 to 125 Danforth Fellowships were awarded annually, and 50 Kents; in

1975, 65 Danforth and 25 Kent Fellowships were awarded. There are separate

Advisory Councils for Danforth and Kent )Fellowships, again persons who are

either past Danforth and Kent Fellows or others involved in academe (again

the Director's prerogative), who are invited to serve for three-year terms.

They also meet in St. Louis, spending two days carefully and conscientiously

rating applicants for the fin Fellowship selection. Members of the

Advisory Councils receive full information about the candidates before

their meetings and are asked, in the light of the general selection criteria,

to rank each candidate from 5 to 1, as follows:

5) outstanding

4) strong candidate

3) solid candidate with good potential

2) doubtful

1) reject

19



They are, in addition, askee, to make further comments about each applicant.

When the Councils meet, they make the final determ'qations, and (ice

selections are made, winners are notified by l_tter from the Director of

the Fellowship Program. Successful candidates begin the Fellowship the

next fall unless otherwise stipulated.

The entire selection process is unusually thorough and elaborate.

It should be noted that those members of the academic profession engaged

in the process have benefited personally and professionally from the per-

spectives and insights gained from reviewing the candidates' qualifications

and personal statements of purpose and philosophy. One may rightly ask

whether the process successfully identifies candidates for graduate study.

The evidence speaks for itself:

Table I

Completion of Doctoral Degrees

Danforth

Kent

Woodrow Wilson

97%

98.3%

92%

As for the success of the Danforth and Kent Fellowships in contributing

to the development of prospective college teachers with a concern for

ethical values, the remainder of this report will attest.

20
a
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IV. DESION AND MIEJHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

This study was designed to document the record of the Graduate Fellow-

ship Program and to attempt to assess its significance for the participants

as well as for the Foundation. The goals of the Danforth Prograi broadly

defined are to synergize the best of an ethical and moral vision with a

capacity for objective analysis in persons who, potentially, could become

effective forces within and without the academic environment. Almost

inevitably, this leads to two critical questions: Do Danforth Fellows,

more than other graduate students, reflect their commitment in any affirm-

ative way, such as concern for the community, dedicated teaching, interest

in students and awareness of their needs, involvement in interdisciplinary

areas and sensitivity for the humanities? Does being a Danforth Fellow

enhance the ability of a person to serve more effectively in these areas,

or is it presumptuous to suggest that a Danforth Fellowship makes a difference?

4,41
The study was designed to draw from many perspectives in an effort to

answer these difficult and penetrating questions. We sought to obtain a

sample which would give a comparative dimension to this study; that is, an

opportunity to compare Danforth Fellowship holders with other graduate stu-

dents--namely, Woodrow Wilsons, and Near Misses who in all likelihOod went

on to graduate school. The decision was made to gather data through ques-

tionnaires to be sent to all former graduate students participating in the

study. The data from these questionnaires, along with that obtained from

a smaller sample to be interviewed, was intended to give a broad base of

general information. In addition, questions could be asked on a questionnaire
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that would produce data to be compared with other similar -tudies for a

larger view of graduate students during the peri)d of 1960-1975.

Structured £nterviews with fifty-five (55) individuals representing

the entire sample of participants were carried out by experienced inter-

viewers in central locations throughout the country. The interviewers

attempted to get at, in much greater detail than any questionnaire could

accomplish, facets of an individual's life that might indkate a different

emphais or commitment between DanfOrth and non-Danforth persons. Letters

were requested from persons involved in Fellowship activities--readers,

interviewers, advisory council members, workshop participants--asking for

their views and observations about the Danforth selection criteria and their

perceptions of effects the Danforth Program may have had on Fellows as well

as on themselves over time.

The study took persons from three specific periods as representative

of Fellows out of study who have had time to become established in their

profession, and of Fellows still in study. The research attempted to look

at these Fellows to.determine: what some of their viewpoints are today about

teaching and learning; if they are in any substantive manner contributing

professionally; what some short-term and long-range outcomes of the!elloW.-

ship experience actually were; and if they manifested any special behaviors,

in service rendered to the community or with students, that reflected an

orientation different from other comparable graduate students or faculty

persons.

Sample

The study sample consisted of as many recipients as could be located

from the Danforth and Kent classes of 1960, 1966, 1970 (Kent classes added
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thp years 1961, 1962, 1965, 1969, since these classes were smaller), along

14

with Woodrow Wilson recipients and both Kent and Danforth Near Misses for

those same years. Each person was sent a letter (see appendix) describing

the study'along with a questionnaire to be filled out and returned. One

attempt wasioade to follow up on all non-responders and a second follow-up

was made for Danforth and Kent Fellows in an effort to get as large a response

as pos4ible. The initial letter with a questionnaire was sent out on

October 28, 1975, and on Nove ber 25 the first follow-up letter was sent to

allsgersons who had not respond d. On December 15 a second request for

response, with another copy of the questionnaire, was sent only to Danforth

and Kent Fellows who had not previou ly responded.

The final sample consisted of 520 esponses out of a possible total

of 745, or approximately 70 percent overall. More than 79 percent of the

Danforth Fellows (207 out of 260), and 78 percent of the Kent Fellows (120

out of 153) responded. The rate of return for the Near Misses was 66

percent (75 out of 114), a higher rate of return than anticipated. In

this group were all the Near Misses from the Kent and Danforth selectionS

from the years 1960, 1966, 1970 who could,be located. The return for the

Woodrow Wilson Fellows was 55 percent (118 out of 216), also a high rate

of return considering that these persons had no connection with the Danforth

Foundation.

Following is a tabulation of the returns:
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Table II

Fellowship Questionnaires Sent
to Correct Address

Questionnaires
,Returned -

Percent
Return

Danforth 260 207 79.6

Kent 153 120 78.4

Woodrow Wilson 216 118 54.5

Near Misses 114 75 65.7

Totals 743 520 70

Questionnaire Design and Content

There were three questionnaire forms, designed jointly by Dean Whitla

from Harvard, Ben Snyder from MIT, and Foundation personnel. Separate ques-,

tionnaires were sent to Danforth and Kent Fellows, Woodrow Wilson Fellows,

and Near Misses. Many of the questions overlapped while other questions per-

tained only to a particular group. Once the questionnaire was formulated, it

was tested on several Danforth recipients, changed, triid again and further

refined to the point that it seemed likely to elicit information relevant'

to the problem being studied. It was then mailed to the sample. The ques

tions covered not only demographic data, such as year of fellowship, field,

graduate institution, backgrounds, job status, rank and publications, but

also attitudinal and value questions which could be used as a comparison with

the results of the Carnegie Commission study edited by Martin Trow on Teachers

and Students: As ects of American Hither Education.8 'The data gathered by

the Trow team beginning in 1969 and published in 1975on almost two hundred

thousand faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate students, included

personal and demographic information as well as responses to attitudinal ques-

tions, and provide useful bases for comparison with the Danforth and Kent Fellows'.
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Interviews

The interview approach was developed in a manner comparable to the

questionnaire. A determination was made that short, open -ended questions

were most likely to elicit information not gleaned from a standard question-
\

naire. The interview schedules (see appendix),were sent to individuals who

",,tiad been recommended as skilled interviewers and agreed to participate in

1
the study. Interviewing was done in twelve major cities around the United

States.

Dr. William H. Danforth, Chancellor of Washington University and Chair-

man of the Foundation's Board of Trustees, was interviewed by the authors

of this report to gain the benefit of his dual perspectives.' The authors

also interviewed Miss Lillie Mae Rose to gain the advantage of her unequaled

kno ledge and insights derived from twenty-five years of centinuous'and

int ate involV ment with the Graduate Fellowship Program. Informal dis4

cussions we e held by the authors with Fellows, Readers, Interviewers, and

Faculty at conferences, reading sessions, and meetings of the Advisory

Councils.

Other data lathering techniques

Over one hundred letters were sent to people who had served as inter-

,-
viewers in the Fellowhip selection process, readers, and Advisory Council

members (see appendix), requesting information and comments on various

aspects of the Fellowship Program. Inquiries were also sent to Presidents,

Deans, and Vice Chancellors of twenty-two universities where at least six

former' Danforth and Kent Fellows cdrrently hold faculty appointments, asking

if the administrators were aware in any significant manner of the Fellows

on thei'" campuses.

25
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From the variety of sources it was hoped that a complete and accurate

account of the breadth and depth of the Danforth and Kent Fellowship Program

would be forthcoming. It is important to remember that the Fellowship Pro-

gram is multi-faceted, involving graduate Fellows, established faculty,

department chairmen and administrators in many institutions. This assess-
,

ment, therefore, touched indirectly on the effects of these varied kinds of

involvement on all persons concerned.

Note on Methodology

It is difficult to fine ways of measuring accurately the complex con -

cepts which are at the heart of this study. For this assessment, a variety

of techniques were used to approach the task; when each of the styles of

data. collection and analysis produced similar results, our confidence in

the findings increased.'

Questionnaires, interviews and persona) reactions were collected from

the four designated samples, along with impressions from others interested

In the Danforth Program. An extensive questionnaire was designed to elicit

responses on many facets of a faculty member's life style, his or her con-

tribution to students, the institution, and the community at large.' In

addition to the usual areas of concerns for teaching, research and service,

a number of questions addressed the area of values. The questionnaire,

while primarily of pre-coded ferm, included questions which were open-ended.

The responses to the open-ended que;tions were used in two wayst; as

statements of merit in thePOIOWn right and in coded form where the responses

became part of the formal data analyses.

The questionnaire analysis consisted primarily of'comparisons between

'26
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the four samples and included the usual range of statistical tests. This

ordering of the information made it possible to, address the central question

about whether the former Danforth and Kent Fellows differed noticeably from

the comparison groups--Woodrow Wilson Scholars and the Near Misses in the

Danforth Competition. A national sample of faculty members provided another

comparison group through the data collected by Martin Trow and associates,

Because of the magnitude of the Trow sample which included a breakdown by

institutional type, this provided a useful perspective and effectively

illustrated the unique qualities of the original four groups.

All questionnaire responses were keypunched on data-processing cards

and several data runs were completed while reviewing the information for

analysis. The written comments were set aside and scrutinized by Staff

and consultants, and a detailed content analysis o these comments was made.

Much of the general data from the questionnaires focused on position,

academic connection, field of expertise, contact with students, attitudes

toward teaching and research, personal teaching style and preferences,

commitment to teaching, community involvement, institutional and personal

conflict, and Danforth experience. The analysis of,the additional comments

focused on:

- meaning of the Danforth Fellowship program

- values of the individual reflected bAhis/her commitment

- teaching preferences

- advocacy of institutional reform

- personal involvement in committees

personal effects of Digforth Foundation involvement

2 1
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- impact of this experience in shaping personal perceptions of

the academic profession.

The quantitative portions of the questionnaire data were subjected to a

variety of statistical analyses. The findings from the factor analyses,

analysis of variance, and regression equations provided relatively few

new insights that were not already noted in the tabular comparisons; there-

fore, in the interests of parsimony these more complex analyses are with

rare exception omitted from the report.

Interviews were conducted with eleven percent of the sample by experi-

enced interviewers located around the country. They employed a semi-

structured interview in the general form developed by sociologist Robert

Merton, an expert in interview techniques. The Merton approach was coupled

with a list of questions to insure that domains of particular interest

were addresSed. Interviews were audio-taped to make them available for

analysis; in addition, the interviewers wrote summaries using as often as

-possible the words of the interviewees. This procedure, using on-site

interviewers, made it possible for interviews to be conducted in a rela-

tively short period and to provide a large amount of useful information.

The interviews were analyzed essentially in the same manner as the ques-

tionnaires, with allowances for the greater range of their content.

6

V. THE FELLOWS

"Who were the Fellowship holders?" A4 description of our sample indi-

cates who these persons were, where they came from, where they are now,

their personal and professional status, and their perceptions of graduate

education and of the Danforth and Kent Fellowsic.

2 8
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PERSONAL STATISTICS

Age and Sex

The average age of a Danforth Fellow at the time of award was approx-

imately 22.4 years, while Kent Fellows avelaged 27.7 years, Woodrow Wilson

Fellows were 22.5 years, and Near Misses averaged'24.8 years. In our sample

the largest percentage of all fellowship holders in past years has been pre-

dominantly male, but it must be remembered that Danforth Fellowships from

1955-1965 were awarded only to men. Since the Fellowships became available,:

to women again in 1965, the number of women recipients has markedly increased,

and in 1975 more women than men-received Danforth Fellowship awards. The

ratio of Fellowship holders by sex during the decade 1960-1970 is as follows:

Table III

FM

Danforth 85% 15%

Kent 75 25

Woodrow Wilson 86 14

Near Misses 79 21

The Woodrow Wilson numbers are more typical of graduate school representation

in earlier years, but even the Near Misses numbers are representative of the

predominantly male orientation until the mid-60's.

Marital Status

Data indicate tLat most Fellows are married, have remained marrid!,

and thus reflect a stable marital life that has not shifted over the years.

As we see from Table IV the largest percentage from the total sample is
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married--63% of Danforths and 70% of Kents. However, Kents enter the pro-

gram at a later date (the average current age of a Kent is 38 while that

of a Danforth is 33) and many are married upon entry into the program.

A larger percentage of Danforths (24%) than Kents (14%) are single at the

beginning of the Fellowship years, but Danforth Fellows begin graduate

study directly from college and it is presumed that fewer are married at

that time.' It is interesting to note that 55% of holders of the Graduate

Fellowships for Women were married at the time of the award. Of that total

group, 84% showed no change in marital status during their fellowship years,

again reflecting greater stability than the national averages.

Table IV

Current Marital Status - Percent

NMD K WW

Married 63 70 66 62

Remarried 3 6 4 0

Separated 3 5 2 0

Single 24 14 21 37

Divorced 6 5 5 1

Widowed 1 0 2 0

Minority Representation

Minority representation during these years fell short of expectations

in the Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program. However, it was above average

on the national scene and has been rising steadily over the last five years.

Distribution of awards by minorities for 1960-1970 was as follows:
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Table V

D K WW NM

Black 40 7% 4% 0%

Oriental 2 1 0 0

American Indian 0 1 0 0

Spanish surname 0 2 0 0

J

These statistics are reflective of the general picture of minority enroll-

.

ment in graduate schools in the Arts and Sciences. The identification and

recruitment of talented minority students have lagged seriously in the

areas of admission to graduate school and financial aid. Moreover, many

minority students opt for seemingly more glamorous or utilitarian professions

like law or social work where the potential for service and influencing

society appear to be greater. Despite these constraints, to show eleven

percent (11%) minority members amorit Kent Fellows and six percent (6%)

among'Danforth Fellows implies both concern and active recruitment, and

indeed the Danforth Program led both Woodrow Wilson Fellows and Near Misses

in the percentage of minority representation.

Types of Institution Attended

The data received indicate that Kent and Danforth Fellows came from

all types of undergraduate institutions in all parts of the country. The

largest percentage of Danforth Fellows (42%) came from private institutions,

followed by church-related institutions (35%), and then the public univer-

sities (22%). When they went to graduate school the pattern was even more

pronounced, the largest percentage going to private universities (75%),
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with public institutions running a poor second (23%). For the Kents we find

that the largest percentage attended private graduate institutions (68%)

while most` of the others attended public institutions. Only 4% of the Kents

attended church-affiliated graduate institutions.

THE GRADUATE EXPERIENCE

Fields of Scholarly Interest

In view of the Danforth Foundation's values and Commitments, it is not

surprising that the highest number of DanfOrth and Kent Fellows.aie in the

huManities fields. The Danforth Fellows, and to some extent the Kent Fellows,

express interest in the social sciences as well. While Danforth Fellows

are well represented in the natural sciences, these fields hold low interest

for the Kents (Table VI).

Table VI

Field of Study and Scholarly Interest

D K WW NM_
Humanities S1% 70% 55% 650

Social Scienc4 25 13 25 17

/

Natural Science 10 1 7 10

Mathematics 5 2 9 6

Other 9 12 4 2

While the humanities ranked highest among all Fellowship holders and persons

who applied to the Danforth Foundation for graduate assistance, this is
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probably accounted for largely by the fact that Federal fellowship programs

during these same years were heavily oriented toward the natural sciences,

mathematics, and to a lesser degree some of the social sciences. The

orientation of the Danforth Program undoubtedly also affected the choices

of those who became.Fellowship candidates.

Table VII

Year of Highest Degree Received

PA
K WW NM

1960-1965 16% 14% 13% no data

1966-1970 20 32 34 34%

1971-1975 64 54 53 66

As for time taken to complete the degree, we uncovered some interesting

but not surprising information. On the average, Kent Fellows, from receipt

of the B.A. to completion of the Ph.D., took 10 years, but a larger propor-

tion of Kents were in the humanities. The fact that a number of Kents

completed other degrees, chiefly in theology (B.D., M.Div., Th.D.), adds

to the total length of time in post-baccalaureate study. It is also possible,

because they were older, that Kents were more contemplative in their approach

to dissertations. Danforth Fellows, on the other hand, took only 5.7 years

to complete their highest degree, while Woodrow Wilsons took 5.5 years and

Near Misses took 7 years. The Graduate Fellowships for Women awardees com-

pleted their degrees in comparable time, with 41% finishing in two to four

years, while 23% took from five to seven years.
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We see that the years in "actual graduate study" for the Ph.D. varied

among the four groups and in some cases the difference was significant.

Kent Fellows spent more years in graduate school (6.5 years) than any of

the other Fellows. Danforth ?ellows went directly into graduate school and

completed their Ph.D. (5.4 years) without much of a break fro the academic

calendar, perhaps reflecting the energy and zeal of youth. In some cases

they took a year out to teach or complete some research, but the majority

went right through graduate study. Near Misses, who in many cases had to

search for additional support, took longer than Danforth Fellows (5.7 years)

but less time than Kent Fellows. Woodrow Wilson Fellows took the least

time (4.9 years), but it can be surmised that they were under greater economic

pressure in the first year of graduate study since their fellowships were

only for one year. Even with institutional support-, the Woodrow Wilson

Fellows may have had a more difficult time making ends meet during their

years in graduate school. These completion rates, with the exception of the

Kent Fellows, indicate that the students were efficient in the pursuit of

the Ph.D., especially since such a heavy percentage were in the humanities---- -

where candidates normally take longer to complete their doctorates.

It is difficult to interpret length of time taken for an advanced

degree. After candidates finish their required course work, many activities

occur under the guise of full-time study. In a personal interview, one

Danforth Fellow stressed the importance of his additional years in graduate

school for his professional development, stating that "it was during these

two years that I had the time to acquire the skills of fine teaching."

3.4
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Often the best of the graduate students (and this could apply to the Kent

Fellows) are encouraged to write papers or participate in department research

projects which would prolong the years of formal graduate study. It can

also be hypothesized that Danforth Fellowship recipients, with their strong

academic talents, are in a category where their theses should be published,

tending to lengthen their time in graduate study in order to do the further

research or revision necessary to produce a ptblishable work. Their finan-

cial support enabled them to proceed without interruption toward completion

of their degrees even with publication efforts under way. Obviously, the

length of time in doctoral study is a complex of variables hard to sort in

specific terms, but there is no reason tq believe that the Danforth Program

either encouraged dilatoriness or was in any way abused by Fellowship

recipients.

Aspects of the Graduate Experience

All persons surveyed were apparently satisfied with their graduate

school experience, but Kent Fellows showed slightly more satisfaction than

others (2.1 on a scale of 1-5 with 1 being the most satisfied). More striking,

all persons indicated that they would still prefer to be college professors

than anything else if they were to begin their careers again. In the face

of the current job market and general cutback in higher education, this

finding indicates an extraordinarily high commitment to the academic way of

life, and forner Danforth Fellows showed the highest commitment. Even in

the face of prevailing sex discriminatory policies on many campuses, this

same degree of commitment was found among women in the 1975 study of the

Danforth Graduate Fellowships for Women.
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During the graduate years all persons spent a significant amount of

time on pedagogical activities, although Kent Fellows were more inclined

Vt.

to work in interdisciplinary courses than other Fellows, a quality they

also exhibited by taking other degrees in addition to the Ph.D. in their

field of study. Kent and Danforth Fellows more often led seminars or

tutorials while in graduate school, and Kent Fellows enrolled in non-required

courses outside of their field while also participating more frequently as

teaching assistants.

THE PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Where Employed

The affiliation of the current employing institution is to some extent

an indication of the predilections of the Fellows.

Table VIII

Nature of employing institution- percent of response

D K WW NM

Public 56 30 54 64

Private 33 52 31 18

Church Related 11 18 15 18

Kent Fellows are employed with greater frequency by private colleges than

the other groups, and further, we find that Kents are employed at institu-

tions with smaller undergraduate enrollments than other academics. We find

that 53% of them are associated with institutions with undergraduate enroll-

ments of 5,000 or less. The differences here are statistically significant.

(See Table IX.)
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Table IX

Undergraduate Enrollment at Current Institution

D

% Employed

WW NMK

1,000 11 14 14 9

1,000-5,000 29 39 25 29

5,000-10,000 19 18 21 2

10,000-20,000 24 12 18 29

20,000 + 17 17 22 21

In contrast, we discover that Danforth Fellows are quite evenly distributed

among small and large institutions alike. We did find that more Kents were

in institutions that did not offer doctoral programs (56%--a findirtg in

line with the fact they are at small institutions--versus 41% for Danforth

Fellows). It is interesting to note that Kent Fellows prefer smaller insti-

tutions in which to work, and the data suggest that they have more consciously

sought an environment in which they could play an influential role. As we

shall discover, size of institution and sense of personal influence may be

closely related to the fact that Kents feel they have been most effective

in institutional reform and curricular change.

Academic Rank

In this area all Fellowship holders did extremely well, with Kent

Fellows holding an edge at the professional level. In general, the differ-

ences among the groups in academic rank are small, but more Woodrow Wilsons

3 7
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and Near Misses hold unranked or Lecturer appointments than either Danforth

or Kent Fellows, positions which tend to be somewhat less permanent.

Academic Rank

Table X

K

Percentage

NMD WW

Professor 10 13 9 4

Associate Professor 23 29 28' 24

Assistant Professor 47 47 35 54

Instructor .
li 3 13 4

Lecturer 4 4 4 6

No Rank 5 4 11 8

Tenure

In a profession where two promotions make a career, tenure is a highly

r important watershed. The sample used for this study (who according to AAUP

standards would have been considered for tenure) is limited to those who

received their Ph.D. prior to 1968, since persons who finished degrees after

that year are still on the promotion and tenure ladder. Of those persons

surveyed, it is evident that the Kent Fellows were most successful, followed

by the Danforth Fellows, the Woodrow Wilsons,'and then the Near Misses. The

Kent Fellows, one must be reminded, are slightly older and more experienced

when they receive their Ph.D., which may account in part for their greater

success.



Table XI.

Tenure Rate of Rre-1968 Ph.D. Recipients

Total
Sample

Number
Tenured

D .68 34 50

K 38 23 61

7 WW 42 15- 36

NM 19 4 21

One can only spQculate on reasons for these significant differences in

tenure rate among top Fellowship competitors in the country. Some insti-

tutions of higher education clearly prefer those persons who have had an

association with the Danforth Foundation. Responses from deans and presi-

dents to questionnaires clearly indicate their awareness of Danforth Fellows

on campus; that often they are "in the forefront of curricular innovation,"

are "leaders among faculty," and are "recognized as superb teachers."*

It is hard to indicate prpcisely whether the Danforth affiliation which

encourages development of a life of scholarship and service is so effective,

or if the selection procedures identify candidates with the ability to

present themselves which provides a critical difference even ten or twelve

years later. Responses from the sample suggest reassuringly that both

factors are present.

Tenure and size of institution are not closely aligned, at least in our

*These and subsequent quotations are taken directly from responses
from deans and college presidents to a letter sent them by the Danforth
Foundation, from comments made by respondents in their questionnaires or
interviews, and from statements by participants in the selection process
(see Appendix A for letters sent).
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sampling. Most tenured persons are in fact fbund in institutions of 1,000

enrollment and over.

Table XII

Tenure vs Size of Undergraduate Institution

% Tenured

D K WW NM

Under 1,000 8 6 7 20
q

1,000-5,000 36 28 26 33

5,000-10,000 15 19 23 7

10,000-20,000 23 19 17 13

Over 20,000 18 28 27 27

Educational Objectives

An individual's personal objectives unquestionably .ffect not only

the manner of meeting those objectives but the outcomes. In this study

we are particularly interested in those outcomes in the areas of conflict

between stated objectives and commitment to institutional goals, resolu-

tion of such conflict, and overall commitment to teaching and institutional

involvement.

In some initial statements of application for a Danforth Fellowship,

candidates who became Fellows described their objectives as follows:

For myself, I shobld prefer to teach students of the sciences

and the other humanities than students of philosophy, because

I am interested more in the use of my subject than in the

0
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perpetration of an individual doctrine. (From a person involved

in interdisciplinary teaching.)

- I am concerned with the problems of human coRiTunication. Commun-

ication can thrive only through an environment of love. Teaching,

when it is both a profession and a vocation can epitomize an

archetype of human communication in its highest degree of intensity.

- Education is one effective way for sound constructive participation

in terms of bath individual influence and general influence on the

level and breadth of national awareness.

The Danforth Fellowships focus primarily on preparation for college teaching.

A natural concern of this study, therefore, has been to try to determine

if Danforth Fellows maintain their stated commitments once they are

within an institution and if so, whether they find themselves in conflict

with other institutional demands.

Two questions were asked relating directly to the themes of educational

objectives and teaching commitment. The questionnaire asked what emphasis

was given to particular objectives in undergraduate courses taught.

Table XIII indicates the responses.
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Table XIII

In undergraduate courses, how much emphasis do you personally

give the following educational objectives?

Scale 1 = a great deal 4 = none

Acquainting students with the methodology

or general orientation of a discipline.

Introducing the facts, seminal works, or
other basic "hard" knowledge of an area.

Encouraging the development of basic
communicative skills including written

and oral self-expression.

Fostering the development of independent
research and scholarship skills.

Encouraging personal self-definition
--and emotional growth.

Stressing rigorous thought or scholarly

modes of reasoning. -

Encouraging curiosity or a long-term
interest in an area by stressing
unresolved problems, issues, and

questions.

Acquainting students with the broader
ethical or social concerns that relate

to a body of knowledge.

Fostering critical self-reflection
about personal or social values.

Stressing an interdisciplinary or
synthesizing approach to intellecthal
questions which runs across the borders

of recognized academic disciplines.

12

D K WW NM

1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9

1.9 1.8 1.8 2.1

1.9 1.9 1.9 2.0

2.4 2.3 2.5 2.5

L./1 2.4 2.9 2.8

1.9 1.8 1.9 1.8

1.6 1.6 1.8 1.9

2.1 1.8 2.2 2.2

2.2 1.8 2.3 2.2

2.1 1.7 in 2.1
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Al ranking of educational objectives is highly dependent upon the context;

that is, the needs of students, the subject matter, the discipline and the

institution. While the general ranking of this group of talented faculty

is provocative, of particular-interest to this study is the difference

in weight given by the four groups.

The largest differences are found on six items: fostering development

of independent research and scholarship skills, encouraging self definition

and emotional growth, developing curiosity and long term interests, pre-

senting broader ethical and social concerns, fostering self reflection

about personal and social values, and stressing interdisciplinary synthe-

sizing of intellectual questions. On each of these Kent Fellows ranked

highest, or more accurately highest in five and tied for first on the

other. Danforth Fellows ranked second or tied for first on five of the

six. While the differences between former Kent and Danforth Fellows on

the one hand and Woodrow Wilsons and Near Misses on the other are not

large, the direction illustrates the strengths of the Fellowship program

in selecting and preparing Fellows who direct students toward important

values. And the differences remain consistent, verifying individual per-

sonal statements of Fellows. Further focusing on these educational objec-

tives, the researchers asked questions relating to commitment to teaching,

conflict between teaching and research, and about contributions both to

the academic community and the larger community "out there."

It is important to know whether the original commitment to teaching has

been maintained by determining how strong Danforth and Kents Fellows are

as teachers. This information is difficult to ascertain, relying as it

I 3
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does on the subjective judgments of individuals concerned. Nevertheless,

we felt no reluctance in asking the sample to comment on their commitment

to teaching, on the goals of their teaching, and on the values they attempt

to transmit. When asked to compare their teaching style to other members

of their department, the respondents ranked the components as follows:

Table XIV

Comparison of teaching style with colleagues

Ranking_

Rank ordered from 1 to 6:

1 = great importance 6 = least importance

D K WW NM

Ability to communicate easily with

undergraduates

1 1 1 1

Innovative or particularly effective

teaching style

2 4 2 2

Concern with the broader ethical
significance of field

3 2 6 5

Especially thorough understanding of

field

4 5 3 3

Innovative course offerings 5 3 4 4

Lspecially rigorous approach to

subject matter

6 6 5 6

It is noteworthy that everyone ranks ability to communicate easily with

undergraduates first; of more particular interest is the fact that Kent

and Danforth Fellows ranked concern for ethical significance in their

teaching second and third as contrasted to NM and WW who ranked them
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fifth and sixth. One Kent Fellow wrote: "The concern for ethical, social

and religious values fostered by the Danforth/Kent experience helped me to

become a teacher preeminently concerned with the existential problems of

students and the way they choose to live in the world. Academia as a whole

is not concerned with the value question. I still believe in the ideals

developed through the Danforth and Kent experience even if I am a bit

less optimistic."

From the interview data it appeared that Kent Fellows emphasized

religious values in their teaching, a finding consistent with their par-

ticular orientation. The values of the Danforth Fellows were more likely

to reflect a humanistic rather than a religious framework. For example,

one Danforth Fellow's interest in teaching centers around the kind of

direct influence the teacher has on the student's understanding of the

ethical and social context in which information may be used. The values

he expresses in his work arb primarily humanistic and interpersonal, e.g.,

integrity and personal honesty. He finds himself attracted to teaching

because he sees the role of a faculty member as more conducive to dealing

with the ethical issues in science. It is somewhat puzzling to note that

neither Kent nor Danforth Fellows rank a rigorous approach to subject

matter in their teaching as a higher priority, since they are clearly

concerned about their own scholarship and academic prowess.

One Fellow has been teaching in a law school for eight years and, more

briefly, in an experimental undergraduate Residential College program

for several years. He enjoys and is highly committed to teaching, and

would like to have more time to teach undergraduate and interdisciplinary
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courses. Currently, he teaches a course on law and society, an advanced

seminar on the sociology of law which includes both law students and

sociology graduate students. lie also donates time for a monthly meeting with

law students who are bored with the usual curriculum and want a more

intellectual interdisciplinary venture where they can explore broader

issues in the field. Not only does he like to teach and feel he learns

a great deal from his students, but, encouragingly, he indicates the faculty

is supportive of his interdisciplinary interests and research.

4
Another Fellow, having a great deal of contact with students, feels

that his heavy co fitment to teaching has gotten in the way of his

scholarship, but e has the courage of his conviction to say that he

thinks in the lon run such attention to students and teaching will pay

off. His chief characteristics, ones that are revealed in his academic

and community life, are compassion, gregariousness, a great deal of love

for other people, and dedication to what he is doing. He has never lost

faith in the beauty and excitement of his field, and he manages to convey

this to his students.

There are teachers in all groups who became more realistic over the

years, as one Kent scholar reflected in his interview:

L ...... now sees teaching as the ideal spot from which
to think through some issues and problems in one's field-
less missionary intention to reform the world or change
students and more awareness of the personal benefits though
without neglect of course preparations or responsibilities

to students.

Time and again the data attest that Danforth and Kent Fellows have con-

tinued to take seriously their commitment to teaching. This has raised

the question of whether they have been able to maintain quality in their

16



research and scholarly interests, and what conflict if any they have

encountered between teaching and research. The data explicitly show that

Danforth and Kent Fellows have sustained active research records, but as

one Kent Fellow put it in an interview, "I always look at what I have '

done in both teaching and scholarship." Table XV describes the sample's

research interests.

Table XV

Research and scholarly interests are described by the following:

4
,

Scale: 1 = statement very well describes my research

5 = statement net at all describes my research

Interests relate to widely
recognized problems or issues

Research interest lies outside
dominant concerns of discipline

Lthical 4 social concerns are
important motivation for work

Scholarship draws heavily on

other disciplinary fields

,

D K WW NM

1.8 1.7 1.8 1.9

2.7 2.5 2.6 2.9

2.0 1.6 2.3 2.1

1.9 1.8 1.9 1.8

It appears that Kent scholars' interests are broader than those of other

groups. (See next Table.)

4 1
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Table

Work published that was intended for an audience outside the

academic community (percent of response)

D K WW NM

YES 38 60 39 37

NO 62 40 61 63

The extensive interests of Kent scholars are again in evidence here.

Apparently, their writing has more often than others been directed toward

non-academic audiences. There is other evidence to show that Danforth and

Kent Fellows, while maintaining interests in teaching and institutional

reforms, have pursued scholarly activities as well. Tables XVII, XVIII

and XIX show that all Danforth Fellows have held their own in publication,

and in some instances do better than the rest of the sample for this study.

Table XVII

Measures of Research & Scholarly Interests

Scale: 1 = lowest 5 = highest

Number of books or monographs published or edited, alone or

in collaboration?

Mean

1.9

2.0

WW 1.8

NM 1.8
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Table XVIII

Total number of articles published in academic or professional

journals?

Mean

3.5

4.8

WW 3.5

NM 3.8

Table XIX

Number of professional writings published or accepted for

publication in the last two years?

Mean

3.6

3.8

WW 3.5

NM 3.8

Inevitably, when the subject of publications is raised, the issue

of conflict between teaching and research also comes up, and so the ques-

tion was asked.

4 9



Table XX

'To extent that a conflict existed between teaching and research
what form did it assume?

Percent

D K WW NM

No conflict experienced 22 16 16 14

Conflict between teaching
and research or publication

49 56 46 56

Conflict with department
over substance of course

4 5 1 1

Conflict over teaching method 6 7 4 0

Conflict over ethical,
religious, political view

4 6 2 3

Conflict other 10 '10 11 3

Clearly, the one major source of conflict the sample encountered was the

ever present dilemma in academic life between research and teaching, a

dilemma which is in a sense intensified by a fellowship program which

designedly encourages both teaching and scholarship. Nevertheless, Dan-

forths experienced less conflict between teaching and other activities than

did members of the other groups. Similar evidence from the 1975 study

indicates that the largest percentage of GFW Fellows also preferred a com-

bination of research and teaching, with inclination toward teaching fostered

by the type of undergraduate institution in which they taught.

50

Or
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Table XXI

To the extent that conflict existed how did you resolve it?

WW NM

Strongly in favor of teaching

commitment

36 42 33 37

Slightly in favor of teaching

commitment

21 33 33 33

Strongly in favor of other
academic obligations

6 4 2 5

Slightly in favor of other
academic obligations

12 8 12 9

No conflict experienced 25 13 20 16

It is the former Kent Fellows who feel the conflict and overwhelmingly resolve

the dilemma by opting for teaching; in fact 75% choose this resolution. One

Kent Fellow, when asked in an interview if any conflict existed between his

research and teaching, replied, "I see no contradiction between teaching and

research. My class is a laboratory for humanistic thought and action."

In another question we attempted to clarify this dilemma even further by

seeking the basic interest these faculty members had in teaching and research.

Table XXII

Does your interest lie primarily in teaching or research?

D K WW NM

Very heavily in research 4 , 2 7 le. 6

Very heavily in teaching 32 28 35 28

In both but leaning toward
teaching

52 57 43 49

In both but leaning toward
research

11 13 15 18
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Kent and Danforth Fellows continue to express their strong interests in

both teaching and re,.earc* when they ',.., forced to make a choice they opt

for an emphasis on teaching. They, less often than Woodrow Wilson or Near

Misses, choose the extreme categories of very heavy interest in either teaching

or research; this continued balance of teaching and research is a hallmark

of Foundation Fellowship recipiclits.

While the Danforth Foundation has emphasized a commitment to teaching

in the Graduate Fellowship Program, in related conferences and other meet-

ings it has promoted general concern for the academic community and for

the larger community within which each person coexists. Throughout the

years that conferences have been held, some major themes predominate.

Typical of the topics on regional and national Fellowship conference pro-

grams between 1967 and 1973 are the following:

"University Governance and the University as a Political

Institution." 1979

"The Nature of Political Obligation in a Nation at War." 1968

"Vocation and Community." 1973

"Teaching as Educating: Teaching beyond the Classroom." 1970

"The University and the Social Uses of Knowledge." 1970

"The University's Normative Role and Its Responsibility

for Action." 1970

This study would be incomplete, therefore, without attempting to assess

what additional contributions Fellows made to the academy and what their

general involvement was in the larger community.
C

Respondents were asked what additional contributions they made to
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J

educational process besides formal coursework and advising responsibilities.

Danforth and Kent respondents overwhelmingly indicated substantial additional

contributions (36% for Kent Fellows, 490 for Danforth Fellows and only

34% for Woodrow Wilson Fellows and 20% for Near Misses). UpOn close examina-

tion of this data we find clear evidence that these contributions were in the

curriculum areas within the institution, primarily with interdisciplinary

curricula for the Kent Fellows, in teaching methods for both Kent and

Danforth Fellows, in the area of course evaluation for Danforth Fellows,

and in field of continuing education for Kent Fellows. It is apparent

from the data that both Kent and Danforth Fellows were able to accommodate

their personal and professional interests within 4e institutions on

whose faculties they serve.

When asked about their-favorite course, more Danforth and Kent recip-

ients stated that it was in their primary field of specialization and to

a great extent they were now teaching what they most wanted to teach.

This information further confirms the prior statement that Danforth and

Kent Fellows were able to accommodate. both institutional demands and their

own special concerns with equal success.

Fellows as Institutional Shapers

The role of Danforth and Kent Fellows in their institutions is obviously

an important dimension of their professional and personal values. To

,

evaluate these qualities we probed several points.
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Table XXIII

Attitudes About Institution & Students

Scale: 1 = strongly agree 4 = strongly disagree

A person can be an effective
teacher without personally
involving oneself with students

This institution should be
actively engaged in solving
social problems

More minority group undergrad-
uates should be admitted here
even if it means relaxing
academic standards

Most American colleges reward
conftirmity and penalize

creativity

The undergraduate curriculum
has suffered from the over-
specialization of faculty

members

This institution should be
concerned with students'
values as pat of their
intellectual development

K WW NM

2.9 3.0 2.7 2.9 '

2.3 2.1 2.4 2.3

2.7 2.6 2.8 2.6

2.2 2.1 2.3 2.4

2.4 2.1 2.4 2.6

1.6 1.2 1.6 1.5

Several of these items were suggested by the Martin Trow study, about

which more will be said later. On five out of six items Kent Fellows

ranked strongest in agreement, while Danforth holders were second or tied

for second in five of the six. The differences are small but he pattern

is consistent with a humanistic position.

A closely related area has to do with attitudes toward the individual's

institutional role and degree of personal involvement. Questions were

asked pertaining to advocacy of reform as well as the extent to which the
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respondent felt he or she had influenced institutional and/or departmental

policies. Because the role of a faculty member may be significantly affected

by position, the data were analyzed first on the basis of the general response,

then in terms of tenured and non-tenured positions. Part-time and non-tenure

track appointments were omitted because their influence on policy is gener-

ally small.

Mble XXIV

Have been a strong advocate of institutional reform on own campus.

Percent of Total Sample
Indicating "Yes"

44

K 56

WW 45

NM 31

Table XXV

Have been a strong advocate of particular instructional

reforms, innovations, etc. within own department.

Percent of Total Sample
Indicating "Yes"

62

68

WW 65

NM 50
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Kent Fellows indicated a more frequent position of advocacy at

both in- titutional and departmental levels than did the others. However,

the picture changes slightly when analyzed in terms of tenure:

Table XXVI

Have been a strong advocate of institutional reform on own campus.

Yes

WW NM

tenured 58 63 69 42

Non-tenured 38 44 31 26

Non-tenured former Danforth and Kent holders appear to have expressed an

above average advocacy for institutional reform. Among the tenured

faculty, Woodrow Wilson Fellows were particularly involved in aspects of

institutional reform, with Kent and Danforth Fellows following closely

behind. When the focus is shifted from advocacy to action and perceptions

of the efficacy of such action, we .wee the picture below.

Table XXVII

tio;N actIve ale you m dupalimuni dffair,?

i Response

K

Category Choen: Much more than
average_

WW NM

tenured
Cl 53 33 60

Non-tenured lb 26 33 33



Table XXVIII

How active are you in faculty governance of your institution?

Category Chosen: Much more than .

average

Tenured

Non-tenured

WW NM

33 40 27 40

16 19 21 19

Table XXIX

How much opportunity do you feel you have to influence the

policies of your department?

Category Chosen: A great deal

Tenured

Non-tenured

WW NM

% Response

56 58 SO 53

32 39 25 52

Table XXX

How much opportunity do you feel you have to influence the

policies of your institution?

Category Chosen: A great deal

WW NM

% Response

Tenured 23 26 13 13

Non-tenured

5 7

7 11 6 4

48 .

4ir
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It is not surprising that the statis'tical differences in these areas

arc not greatly different among the four groups, since their tz.lents and

interests are so similar. Nevertheless, while Danforth and Kent Fellows

were not as active as Woodrow Wilsons or Near Misses in the ilstitution,

they felt that they were influential in shaping both departmental and insti-

tutional policies. Upon further analysis it is clear that in the area of

institutional and instructional reform, Danforth and Kent Fellows indicate

heavy involvement (56% for Kent Fellows, 44% for Danforth Fellows, 45% for

Woodrow Wilson Fellows and only 31% for Near Misses). The areas af most

intense involvement and concern were curricular reform, student-faculty

relations, and particularly for Kent Fellows a high degree of interdisciplinary

and teaching reform.

The non-quantifiable data, specifically the comments received from

deans and university presidents, indicate that Danforth Fellows are "more

Involved in curricular reform than their peers," are conscientious about

teaching," and "are identified with changes in courses and institutional

reforms." One dean of the faculty of arts and sciences at a well known

Lastern university summed up the position of Danforth Fellows thusly: "They

can certainly be placed in the category of campus leaders." The provost of

a respected mdwestern university stated thLt "eight of the nine [Danforth

and Kent Fellows teaching in this institution] are known to me because they

are outstanding university citizens who do more than most people do for the

institution and hence are visible." .Similar comments substantiate the

impression that the objectives cf the Foundation's Fellowship Program are

being realized.
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The role of students in polidy determinations at both the graduate

and undergraduate levels was a major issue throughout the years covered

by this study. Our data indicate that Danforth and Kent Fellows con-

sistently favored student participation in governance and poliCy deliber-

ations slightly more than Woodrow Wilson Fellows. Except on matters of

their own discipline, however, our sample reflects general conservatism

toward the role of students in academic decision making.

Table XXXI

Role undergraduates should play in following areas:

Scale: 1 = voting majority

1 41

5 = no role

D K WW NM

Faculty appointment and promotion 3.1 3.1 3.5 (Not asked)

1
Undergraduate admissions policy 3.1 3.1 3.3

Structure & scheduling of courses 2.9 2.8 3.0

Student discipline 1.9 2.0 2.0

Bachelor's degree requirements 3.2 3.0 3.3
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Table XXXII

Role graduate students should play in the following decisions.

Scale: 1 = voting majority 5 = no role

NM

Faculty appointment and promotion 2.9 2.7 3.1 (Not asked)

Departmental graduate admissions

policy

2.9 2.8 3.2

Provision and content of graduate
courses

2.6 2.5 2.8

Student discipline 2.0 2.0 2.1

Advanced degree, requirements 2.9 2.8 3.0

Off-Campus Activities

The Danforth Foundation has always emphasized service to community,

the hope being that Fellows would live their values as well as describe

them. The complete citizen finds opportunities to participate in

organizations beyond the campus, professional and otherwise. The evidence

indicates that Kent Fellows became much more fully involved in professional

organizations, thus expanding their educational commitment and oppoituni-

ties for leadership. Almost one half of the Kent Fellows have held positions

of leadership in these organizations, a mark of serious engagement as well

as peer recognition.



Table XXXIII

Number of professional organizations in which membership is held

Mean

2.7

3.4

WW 3.0

NM 2.9

Table XXXIV

Leadership in professional organization as evidenced by holding

of a position

Percent

27

48

WW 28

NM 24

Again, the prominence of the Kent Fellows may be a factor of their age,

since five yenrc can Make. a great difference in academic development and

achievement. Nevertheless, that nearly fifty percent of the Kents held

positions of leadership in professional societies is quite remarkable.

In the area of non-professional community activities, we have a wide

ranging picture, and it is not disappointing.
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Table XXXV

Participation in non-professional organizations during-the last

two years.

Percent

WW NM

Social Service Agency 13 19 6 (Not asked)

Church or synagogue 44 53 34

Local schools 2S 26 15

Political organization 28 38 16

City planning or development 7 9 A 4

Alumni-alumnae relations 12 10 11

Environmental protection 15 16 17

On five of the seven items Kent Fellows were the most active, on one the

Danforth, scholars ranked first, and on five others they ranked second.

The general level of participation in a wide variety of community activities

by former Fellows is high by most standards. Along with the comments of

Fellows as to their overall commitment to the community at large, the data

attest to their euganimity and concern in times of difficulty and Q*''°``t.

NON-ACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT

The great majority of former Fellows remain in academic positions:

82% of Danforths, 92% of Kents, and 79% of Woodrow Wilsons. While there

are no available data to compare with these figures on a national basis,

since studies of attrition in the academic profession have yet to be made,

we find them generally gratifying. Unfortunately, whereas in the past the

e
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decision to abandon college teaching as a career was likely to be voluntary

and influenced by many variables; more recently the pressures of the

academic marketplace have drastically changed the circumstances. Now

people are finding access to academic appointments greatly diminished or

even non-existent; what the impact will be of the declining job market on
S
former and current Fellows should be the subject of another study in the

near future.

For the purposes of this study, we wanted to know what happened to

former Danforth and Kent Fellows who have chosen non-academic careers. As

might be expected, there is a considerable variety to the areas, of employ-

ment, with research and development most common, government and social

service agencies follOwing closely behind.

Table XXXVI

Current Employment in Non-Academic Occupations

.(Percentages of Number of Each Group)

D K WW NM

Industrial Production 8 17 29 0

Research and Development 42 33 36 67

Government 27 33 21

Social Agency 11 17' 14 0

Church 8 0 0 33

Public Office 4 0 0 0

When asked if they utilize their graduate education in their present

positions former Kent Fellows indicated that they used their training
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extensively, with Danforth Fellows a close second.

Interestingly enough, former Fellows seem to stress the essential

values and ideals inherent in the Danforth Fellowships in the lives they

currently lead. The figures for persons in academic and non-academic

positions are as follows:

Table XXXVII

Participation in non-professional organizations. during

the last two years (Percentages)

Non-Academic Academic

Social Service Agency D 24 13

K 40 9

WW 15 6

ChUrch or Synagogue D 43 44

K 30 53

WW 27 34

Local Schools D 30 25

K 40 26

WW 19 15

Political Organizations D. 32 28

K 20 38

WW 15 16

Environmental D 24 15

Protection K 10 16

'WW 15 17

,--

The majorfty of Kent and Danforth Fellowg currently employed in non-

academic positions stated they planned to return to academic employment

fin the future. Whatever their calling, however, the values nifested

during their years as graduate students have apparently stayed with persons

in the vocations they pursued.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Earlier in this report, mention was made of the fact that data were col-

lected to provide comparative findings on both the processes and outcomes

of graduate study on Danforth and Kent Fellows, Woodrow Wilson and Near

Miss persons. We also wanted to see,how this entire select group of dis-

tinguished graduates would, in addition, stand a test of comparison on a

national sample from Martin Trow's extensive study leachers and Students:

Aspects 'Cif American Higher Education, a study of attitudes of students

and faculty members in the 'sixties. Although there are some discernible

differences among the four groups of fellowship holders, the similarities

in many instances are greater than the disparities. This is understand-

able since thii group of fellowship holders represents thel same pool of

talent with differences mainly in personal interests and value orienta-

tion, not necessarily in terms of ability. .

However, when this sample was compared with a national sample of .-

faculty persons in higher education, some major discrepancies were

evident. The national sample of faculty and graduate students paled

issues similar to the concerns for this assessment. The information f om

the Trow study provides an interesting context for the Danforth/Kent

Review, although its use does not necessarily express agreement with all

of the Trow findings.

The Trow data have been organizeiinto seven categories according

to the prestige of the institution (as determined by Trow) with which

the faculty member was associated. There were three prestige categories

of universities--high, medium, low; three prestige categories of four -year
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colleges - -high, medium, low; junior colleges which were not differentiated,

plus a weighted national average. Some olp:- 111 information on the Trow

findings is applicable to the Danforth-Kent assessment. These data set

parameters for some of the comparisons to be made. The following suggest

the framework of the analyses.

1) The number of hours of classroom teaching each-weak averaged

9.0 and ranged from a low of 5.4 in the high-prestige univer-

sities to a high of 13.4 in the junior colleges. There was

an increase in every category along the way; the more prestige

of the university or college, the less time faculty spent in

formal classroom instruction.

2) Faculty members in the more prestigious universities had

fewer students enrolled in their classes than those in the

less prestigious colleges. Forty percent of the highest

prestige university faculty members had a total enrollment

of less than twenty-five students as compared with 12% in

junior colleges.

3) Faculty teaching responsibilities confined to undergraduates

ranged from 17% in the high-prestige schools to 99% in the

junior colleges.

4) Of the faculty members in the high-prestige universities,

50% indicated that their interests lie primarily in research

while that was true of only 5% in the junior colleges.

5) Facility members in the highest prestige universities had

published more (79% had written at least one article in the

last, two years) than those from low-prestige institutions

(where only 13% had published in the last two years).
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In each of these five analyses, the response pattern consistently reflected

each step on the seven-point prestige scale. Such a consistency is very

unusual and illustrates the effect of institutional prestige on the environ-

ment for teaching and research.

Previous data presented indicated that of our sample Kent Fellows

published most in academic or professional journals, that both Kent and

Danforth FellOWs published the most books or monographs, and Kents tied

with gear Misses for the largest number of professional writings published

or accepted for publication in the last two years. If we compare this

information to the Trow data table, it is evident that Danforth.and Kent

Fellows rank overall with faculty from medium-pre'stige universities, the

second on the seven-point scale. On a national level, this indicate.s a

commendable publishing record, particularly in the. light of the additional

roles Danforth and Kent Fellows take in their institutions.

Table XXXVIII

National Sample 'Mow)

Percent of sample

Number of University . Four-Year Jr All Danforth Sample

Articles
Published Hi Med Low Hi Med Low

,

D K WW NM ,

0 21 29 42 47 63 73. 87 53 28 20 34 22

,

1-4 52 51 47 44 33 25 12 : 36 60 68 53 61

5+ 27 20 11 9 4 2 1 11 12 12 13 17

If we juxtapose research against the teaching, we find some very striking

findings. Table 37 indicates teaching commitments for-our sample' compared

to expected teaching commitments for the national sample.
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Table XXXIX

Hours per week classroom teaching (mean) - (Trow and Danfbrth)

University Four-Year Jr. "All Danforth

59

Hi Med Low Hi Med Low D K WW NM

5.4 6.4 7.9 8.1 10.3 10.9 13.4 9.4 8:2 8.2 8.4 8.4.

a

The number of hours which should be spent in formal class instruction has

frequently been a point of controversy between faculty and admihistration,

between unions and legislators. The Trow data are especially useful here,

for they dramatically illustrate how teaching hours vary from institution

to institution. Trow, incidentally, comments on the fact that it is dif-

ficult to correlate between the number of classroom hours and teaching

effectiveness.

Woodrow Wilsons and Near Misses on the average teach more than Danforth

and Kent Fellows; however, the differences are not significant. If we

juxtapose these items against the Trow distribution, we see that'.8:2 or

8.4 hours a week is comparable to the teaching load of faculty members.

in high-prestige four year colleges. Thus; we can draw the conclusion

that not only are Danforth and Kent Fellows producing scholarly works

comparable to faculty of medium-prestige institutions, but they are also

carrying heavier teaching loads than facultx in those institutions.

There are two additional indices on teaching load for which Trow

data are available:
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Table XL

Sum total of all students at all levels enrolled "

in your courses this term (% under 25)
(Trow and Danforth)

University' Four-Year Jr. All Danforth

60.

Hi Med Low Hi : Med Low D K WW NM

40 3- 22 22 15 16 12 22 21 19 17 16

Again, the sample for the Danforth's assessment and'in particular the

Kent and Danforth Fellows exhibit a teaching load commensurate with those

persons from prestigious four-year colleges. These data indeed indicate

the success of Danforth Fellows on the dimensions emphasized by the Foun-

dation.

As Table XLI on page 61 shows, the'Kent and Danforth Fellows are

strong advocates of student participation in university governance and

policy making. While the attitudes among all the Fellowship holders were

not markedly different, they show a healthy discrepancy from the norm,

particularly in comparison to a national sample. The Danforth and Kent

Fellows also consistently express a greater interest in graduate and

undergraduate student participation in governance than did the Woodrow

Wilson Fellows.

In a set of items common with the Trow data on the attitudes about

the role graduate and undergraduate students should play in the decision

process, the contrasts between the national sample and the Danforth sample

were dramatic. There was a 'small but consistent tendency for the faculty

of more-prestigious institutions to favor student participation in

decisions more than those at less-prestigious institutions. However,
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there is a sharp contrast between AO openness toward student participation

of the former Danforth and Kent Fellows and narrower non-participatory

attitudes among faculty members generally. Even the Woodrow Wilsons,

who are the most conservative of the groups in the Danforth sample, are

open and permissive by comparison with the Trow national sample of faculty

members. Interestingly enough, the graduate students in the Trow sample

were virtually as conservative as faculty members.

One example will make the point:

Table XLI

The Percentage of Those Who Would Allow Little or No

Role for Undergraduates in Faculty ppointments 2 (Trow and Danforth)

University

H M L

National 51 55 54

Sample of
Faculty

National 32 42 46

Sample of

Graduate
Students

D 11

5

WW 18

61

Weighted

College Jr. College Average

H M L
i
3

49 S3 53 60 54

46 47 52 44

.

A majority of the national faculty sample (54%) see little or no role for

undergraduates in faculty appointments, while 89% of the Danforth and 95%

of the Kent Fellows see them having an active role in the process.
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With respect to their feeling about the climate for creativity among

students, Danforth and Kent Fellows feel that most American colleges reward

conformity and penalize creativity more than do faculty members at large

universities.

Table XLII

Hi Prestige Uni Junior College Weighted

Faculty Faculty Average D K

% Agreeing 49 52 51 64 64

62

Perhaps the most puzzling response indicated that as a group Danforth and

Kent Fellows do not subscribe to teaching effectiveness as the primary

criterion for promotion. In view of their comparatively full teaching loads

and clear commitment to teaching, we can only surmise that the Fellows

prefer to live'their teaching commitment rather than merely to give lip

service.

Table XLIII

Teaching effectiveness not publication should be the priMary

criterion for promotion of faculty - (1'Por and Danforth)

Junior Weighted

University College College AverageN\

H M L H M L

. Agreeing 51 62 74 75 88 90 96

()(

77

( Danforth 49%

4 . ,)

_."..-- Kent 59%
----

There is an inverse relationship between institutional prestige and

percent who believe primary weight should be given teaching in promotion.
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Danforth and Kent Fellows agree with faculty at high-prestige universities

in their comparative lack of support for teaching as a primary criterion

for promotion. Their own interest in teaching is in sharp contrast to

this relatively small weight they would give it in promotion.

It is evident that the Fellowship study sample, and in most instances

specifically the Danforth and Kent Fellows, have indicated in several

vital areas of concern to higher education a real commitment to scholarship

and teaching in combination with the values underlying the Danforth Fellow-

ship Program. The contrast with the Trow sample effectively substantiates

the findings that Fellowship holders characteristically take active
-

in institutions of higher education in the areas of teaching and scholar-

ship as well as in the additional areas of community responsibility,

largely defined. On the whole, the record is one of notable success and

continued commitment in a period when the academic community was undergoing

its most difficult trial in recent memory. Of that, more later.

VI. THE DANFORTH EXPERIENCE

"The Danforth Foundation has given more than money; it has given--

through its staff and programs--personal encouragement, a sense of

direction in graduate work, and a strong sense of belonging to something

larger than one's own discipline. My perspectives Were always being

broadened by my Danforth contacts." This comment by a 1960 Danforth

Fellow epitomizes the responses to questions asking if Danforth and Kent

Fellowships were different from other fellowships. The overwhelming
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majority (950) stated there was a significant difference, noting such

areas as personal concern (28%), humane approach to other persons (28%)

the senTrif community (25%), and in the generosity and flexibility of

the financial support (210).

Fellowships also provided some free time, one of life's more precious

commodities, and in a very real sense Fellows gained a freedom to choose

work that was rewarding. Fellows did not have to-find additional employ-

ment to finance graduate school but could concentrate on the total academic

experience. At the outset, Danforth Fellows ranked commitment to teaching

higher than Kents, perhaps understandably as a group more recently entered

the professional reaches of the academic world.

It should be clear that eaci, item, regardless of ranking, is inter-

related with the purposes which the community of Fellows was designed to

serve,)-e:g., develop a commitment to teat ing, provide a stimulus to grad-

uate study, stimulate personal growth d encourage students outside of

their own discipline--essentially a 1i t of activities for the fellowship

of the Fellowship. Nevertheless, the rankings reveal an essential ordering,

one which represents the spirit of the Foundation.

Personal comments from Fellows substantiate these observations.

One Fellow wrote:

Being a Danforth Fellow connotes multiple meanings

for me, although to me that diversity of associa-

tions is contrasted by the uniqueness of commitment

by the Foundation and its staff to the Fellow and the

underlying humanistic principles of college education.

The Danforth network because of its intensity of

purpose and its devotion to nascent scholar teachers

has bequeathed a highly individualized legacy which

each fellow inherently propagates in his or her own

way.
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Another Fellow wrote: "Fellows are intelligent people and are working

constantly to put together a coherent and more comprehensive world-view,

along with a coherent system of values. The Foundation with its activities

has helped greatly to foster the contribution to superior teachers and

human beings."

Experience is an illusory phenomenon, perhaps best defined as

conscious events that make up an individual's life. In assessing the

impact of any program upon individuals over a period of time, one had

best examine the dimensions of that activity and the nature and breadth

of the experiences of the many k-rsons involved.

The Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program comprises an abundance

of differing dimensions, many of which may be difficult to capture fully

in a report such as this. They are nevertheless vital components of the

total Fellowship in its dual meaning. This review has discussed the

origins and nature of the fellowship program; its attempt to prepare

individuals for a6 life in academe; its endeavors to make an impact on

values and its hopes of affecting and improving the humane elements in

individual lives. While these impacts are difficult to measure statis-

tically, there is sufficient evidence that the Fellowship Program has

made lasting contributions toward these goals.

As we heard from Advisory Council members, interviewers, readers,

resource persons and college administrators about the effects of the

Danforth Fellowship Program, we discerned several predominant themes:

1) personal attention has a profound effect over time, not only in how

the individual is treated, but how that individual as a result of this
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treatment reacts toward others; 2) the development and continuation of

a reference group helps to keep the larger goals in perspective; 3) there

has been a continual challenge toward excellence in many areas; 4) the

ability to blend heterogeneity and commonality surfaces when Fellows

get together. Each theme has been addressed repeatedly by persons

involved in the Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program.

The Danforth experience embraces young persons in or about to

enter graduate school, professors and administrators who are advisors

and consultants at Foundation-sponsored conferences, junior and senior

faculty and others from all over the country who have been readers,

interviewers, and Advisory Council members. In their own way, through

untold hours of reading or interviewing time, through their willingness

to serve wherever possible in any capacity needed, and through their

solid commitment to values espoused by the Foundation, these people

have attested to the "scientifically unmeasurable" but nonetheless

profoundly humane qualities perpetuated through Foundation activities

and by Foundation personnel and Trustees.
...,

This report has mentioned that 95% of the Fellows believed their

fellowship experience was different from others and made a difference

in their lives, especially in the personal domain and in the sense of

community it created, nurtured and developed. Fellows' reactions to

the conferences attest to their commitment to the ideals of the Foun-

dation. At a recent final-year conference, one Fellow said:

1 think the conferences are one of the two most valuable

things about having a Danforth Fellowship; the other factor
Is the trust the Foundation has in its Fellows that allows

them latitude in finding their own way. Each conference
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has been extremely productive for me. They provide new

idea's and valuable information; they affect my ideas about

what is valuable in life and also affect, fairly directly,

my ideas about education, for the point of education is'to

make people more human, to educate them for living valuable

lives.

Another Fellow emphatically stated, "At the conference a whole new world

opens itself before.me. I come from the hard and alien academic world

which exhausts me. At the conference the people are intelligent, eager

and interested--still searching and still Clive. These conferences restore

my will to live. One receives a transfusion of life from the very presence

of other interested and alive people." Still another Fellow stated that

the conferences gave her the "opportunity to communicate with a group of

persons whom I felt to be genuinely my peers--in interests, problems, and

intensities."

Over and over Fellows comment on the "enduring friendships," the

"fellowship of the participants,!' the "interrelationship of Fellows and

resource persons," and "the opportunity to meet Fellows who will be future

leaders in the academic world." One Fellow merely said, "Thank you for

one of the highlights of my intellectual life." Lastly, one Fellow wrote

to say:

The Danforth Foundation is to be commended for seeing

the need for, and then creating a genuine sense of 'fellowship'.

Among academics (and future academics) there is an enormous

need for this kind of exploration of ethical, moral and prac-

tical shared concerns and for the senst of community which

accompanied it. I can only assume that the lives of students

chosen who have had the opportunity to share this experience,
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are altered in prc4ound ways. These students do not go

unthinking into their profession. Their chances will be better

thought out, better supported by their own developing ethical

system.

These sentiments were also substantiated by participants in the Graduate

Fellowships for Women. Comments from the 1975 study expressed these

sentiments:

The Foundation should be praised for having the most enlightened

fellowship program of them all. The guarantee of support through

to a degree frees the student to explore his/her intellectual

limits without anxiety over financing the next year's work.

The Fellowship has been my greatest oppor unity. I cannot over-

stress its importance. As a woman, and also a woman returning

to academic life after an interval of years, the humane, far-

sighted values which Danforth reflects by establishing such a

program are rare and very much needed. I urge you to continue

the GFW program.

While these data are not substantiated empirically, they certainly indicate

that Fellows have been affected by the "fellowship of the Fellowships,"

and thus in turn may be expected to affect those they come in contact

with in the future in much the same way.

The Fellowships are intended for graduate students, but there are

many other persons profoundly affected by Fellowship activities. Readers

interviewers, and Advisory Council memberS haVe commented in detail

on the personal impact of their experience with the Danforth Foundation.

Their association with the Foundation in itself has been a source of

continuing strength to them, as witness these comments: "The Foundation

has strengthened and broadened my own ethical and moral connections."

"It has also had much to do with my unwavering concern for the student

and teaching." One Advisory Council member simply stated, "The
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Danforth/Kent Program is one of the genuine highlights of my life in

the university world."

Advisory Council members have strongly supported the role of the

Foundation in identifying persons who take leadership positions in the

higher education arena. These persons feel that

Fellows are superior human beings who have high regard

for their fellow human beings and who also participate

actively in the life of the academic community.

One Counqil member said that he finds in Danforth Fellows "a high degree

of commitment to teaching along with a genuine concern for their students

and colleagues. On a number of campuses former Danforth and Kent Fellows

are really the heart not only of the academic enterprise, but of those

forces in the college which make for humane education." Certainly these

perceptions attest to the Foundation's ability to attract people who

embody its own standards, while also indicating their awareness that it

cares about the persons it supports.

As another tangent to this study, the Foundation solicited reactions

to the impact of these fellowships in higher education. Again the

responses were indicative of a worthy and deep influence over time.

Here are some quotations, not at all atypical:

The Danforth /Kent Fellowships, either by their selection of

individuals or by the impact of the Fellowships on them,

certainly have produced for us a talented group of faculty,

particularly devoted to students, to teaching, and activity

in educational innovations.

The Danforth/Kent fellowships are important nationally and

have exerted a significant effect on the quality of higher

education in this country over many years.

The Danforth/Kent programs fortunately are not addressed

to manpower needs but rather to the qualities of teacher-

scholar and to the promotion of certain kinds of teacher

scholars.
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And we see the commitment from persons associated with the Foundation

in this statement: "My involvement in the DF program has been important

in preventing me from slipping into an early complacency about higher

education and about my own teaching."

We can even assume some responsibility for affecting intel ctual

changes on campuses. One respondent said, "I have been drawn ill the

social sciences and the physical and the biological sciences much more

deeply through my work with Fellows," while another wrote: "I find that

Fellows have introduced a range of issues in local colloquia about the

fate of liberal arts in current higher education and the intensity of

concern reflected the objectives underlying the Fellowship Program."

Lastly, we note a telling comment from the dean of a major Southern

institution. She writes, "The DF/Kent program is not just another

program to support teachers. I believe it thas nurtured a group of

people in this country who have held and co ?tinue to hold a critical

place in helping to make academia a more humane and ethical place."

Any assessment involves information and data from a multitude of

sources, much of it statistically significant. However, that in itself

does not always attest to its importance. There is a body of data,

less quantifiable but no less truly representative of reality, that

must bear witness if the total picture is to be comprehended. The

observations, judgments, and conclusions of the many participants in

this study omprise that-data. They are valid measures of outcomes

and need to be considered in the context of this assessment of the

Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program. To ignore them in the determina-

tion of future policy wyild be to deny something vital to the survival

of the very values the Foundation strives to promote.
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VII, THEIELLMEIP CONCEPT IN A CHAMGIKG CONTEXT

The Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program began almost at the point

when American higher education entered a period of growth and development

unprecedented and unmatched in the history of this or any other nation.

In its earlier days the United States had believed in and acted on a

simple and abiding faith in its own territorial "Manifest Destiny." So

it seemed to believe and act during the 1950's and 1960'i in the real

of higher education.

Historically the American people have looked to education as the

major medium for social advancement and public improvement. That they

have not always been generous in providing financial support in no way

diminishes the fact of their faith, but during the 'fifties and especially

the 'sixties even that charge could not be made. State and Federal

governments poured billions of dollars into educatidnal development,

particularly at the higher level._ State-wide systems of higher education

appeared where before even state colleges were scarce, and former normal

schools were instantly transformed into universities, at least in name.

Graduate education burgeoned, too, and within a decade the number of doc-

toral degrees awarded nationally rose from 10,000 in-1960 to 30,000 by

1969.

Foundations greatly increased their graduate fellowshipolarograms and

started new ones, while Congress began treating education like a wing of

the Pentagon. Indeed, it was the National Defense Educqtion Act under

which much of the initial funding was justified, although it went under

other guises of the national interest as further enactments were made

through the 'sixties and early 'seventies. We have already seen how

8
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4
mercurial much of this activity was (see p, 1), and with few exceptions

it was most as-chaotic. 'Few people had the foresight or else the'courage

to raise at least some basic questions-about the purpose or direction of
,

what was happening.

So'size, quantity, and numbers.became the keysanes of higheilluca-

tional
,
deveiopmeht.in many quarters, to an extent in some places that

students and often faculty began to feel left out.. As.the 'siXties wore

on, the social tensions of a nation divided still by racial conflict .were

further exacerbated by a divisive lm4; which few seemed to want and fewer

knew how to end.- And .suddenly campuses became battlegrounds, not of ideas
4

/
but literally cifi3ombs.andibullets. In truth, the number of institutions

where violence occurred was small, but few colleges or universities were

totally unaffected by the trauma and its aftermath.

.There is little need to recount the period of upheaval,which hit the

higher academic community at the end of the .!sixties and, continued through

the early 'seventies. Neither are we able yet to account for all the

causes, although.the'sense of alienation induced by sheer institutional,

size and numbers and the frustration fostered by national involvement in

an increasingly sensejess war are certainly among them.

Regardless of the causes, the nation became uneasy about restless

and riotous students, and in general the position of higher education and

its colleges and universities fell from public favor. The trend to reduce

Public expenditures for higher education begin in the early 'seventies,

and when in 1973 recession deepened into the country's most serious economic

crisis in forty years, the axe fell quickly in Congress and in the legis-

latures of most of the fifty states. Now higher education is on'the
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defensive, neither a natural nor a necessary posture, but one for the moment

it seems curiously unable to alter.

The present paralysis undoubtedly stems from the multiple shocks of

the past half decade. Traditions of long standing were seriously shaken

where they wore not destroyed, and social patterns which had characterized

campuses for most of this century were radically altered. Courses and

curricula, credits and requirements, grades and records,, indeed the whole

apparatus of the academy was challenged, and parts at least were modified
0

when they were not discarded. A new vocabulary for higher education is

still evolving, with terms like nontraditional, experiential learning,

open university, collective bargaining, and many others being widely used .

before they are well defined. Even the meaning of higher education itself,

is under question, and educators are foolishly falling for the old hassle

about whether .collegiate education should be preparation for life or merely

for work.

As though the internal problems were not enough, the demands of state

and federal agencies for compliance with a multitude of complex and

occasionally contradictory-ftgulations have seriously emburdened colleges

and universities. Somewhere along the way, ironically after the funding

had peaked, the idea of planning and master-planning took hold, and in a

growing number of states all institutions offering post-high school educa-

tion are being required to analyze their programs and resources in the

light of state needs and revenues. The all is stressed beclese it means

precisely that. private colleges and universities with rare exceptions,

including church- and formerly. .thurch-related institutions, are paying

the same pipers as public institutions for government subsidies, no matter
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how indirect. Yet even without the intervention of octopodous Federal

ageacles and the spreading ubiquity of tate coordinating boards, insti-

tutions of higher education had begun to recognize the need to rationalize
1

their operations.

As could be expected, there are ready purveyors of irr,tant prescrlp-
---

tions, oblivious to or otherwise ignoring the danger that their medicine

could perpetuate rather than cure the paralysis. Legislators arc prone

to advocate simplistic formulas, adovting the terminology of defense

contracts to measure the productivity and cost-effectiveness of the class-

room without regard to the differences between the honing of minds and

machines. Lconomic laws of supply and demand are proposed to control

educational in ways they no longer do in commerce. And as if to

underscore i!s present plight, even among educator; education is being

dis,:ussed in terms of its 10T1Cdiule utitity, that being no more and no

than -fie dCL:v;S it guarantees to paying jobs.

If the foregoing sounds c= rehearsal fc,r the apocalypse, it is

not !.,o l'Aenced. ihe fact of fl,e moment is undeniable. education,

f_so',.ially higher education, experiencing J time of trouhle,,. lct to

is totally bicik .ould bL ;.rang and misleading, for

Lit are 1angui

Loli,:ges and universities ire :',)oking at tht-mscil:,:s inLreal,ing

intensity, reexamining their mis:.iun. ,tiuggling t- allocite their

:t' titaCt.t with some sene of prioilti Volc,L, are beginning to speik out

abwit tne values of education beyond making a 111ing, though they are not

t 1,eing heard wide iy. approache-, to teaching and learn-

mg 'tie gi idually 1 ietng ,,,herL once they not even ccuntenanzed,



and interdisciplinary programs are now found at the graduate level whereas

not long ago they were uncommon even at the undergraduate level. There

is currently a great deal of soul-searching within the academic community,

and it has encompassed professional societies as well as the trustees of

private institutions and central offices of statewide systems. The words

of William D. Schaefer, Executive Secretary of the Modern Language Asso-

ciation, are indicative:

I think it is fair to say that if the panic and even, in
some cases, the despair of the Ast three or four years
has sub3ided, there was by no means an attitude of com-
placency or a feeling of return to "business as usual".
on the part of the participants of the Austin conference.
On the contrary, there were numerous expressions of deep'
concern as regards where we have been and where we are
headed, and one rhears] a good deal about redefining
basic issues, and basic obligations.10

In his provocative analysis of civilization, Arnold Toynbee concluded that

the quality and substance of a nation's response to the challenges of the

times ultimately determined its success. There is much to ponder in

ioynbee's thesis, as much for the future of higher education as for the

nat ion.

In the light of the contemporary crisis, it takes little imagination

to perceive that the context in which the Danforth Graduate Fellowships

began in the early fifties has been profoundly altered by the tumultuous

history of the past quarter century. In an era of shrinking finances long-

standing assumptions are under challenge, and the immediate and often

eApedient tendency is to cut what may seem in the heat of the moment to be

extraneous. Some are already clamoring to close graduate szhools, or at

least to llmit their enrollments and cut back their programs. Ultimately,

such steps may be inAessary, but they

8

should be preceded only by the most
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careful and complete study of their ramifications.

Fortunately, thoughtful attention is being given to these issues.

Recent reports by the National Board on Graduate Education 11
and the Panel

on Alternate Approaches to Graduate Education 12 are cogently reasoned state-,

ments on the current situation and the prospects of graduate educatibn. Each

report finds much to critici :e in the structure and pattern of graduate edu-

cation in the United States. As the report of the Panel on Alternate

Approaches to Graduate Education frankly states:

Institutions awarding graduate degrees in the United States
differ widely in function, but the meaning and value of this
diversity remain obscure both inside and outside the academy.
The opinion persists that a single standard, namely the
quality of doctoral and postdoctoral research, is appropriate
for the evaluation of the 307 graduate degree-granting schools
which are currently members of'the Council of Graduate Schools
in the United States. Institutional behavior itself not infre-
quently reflects this delusion. Graduate programs with an
orientation to teaching and to fulfilling the needs of regional
or local student populations nevertheless can be pulled from
their course by the influence of the major, national, compre-
hensive university programs. Equally harmful, diversity within
the comprehensive universities themselves is inhibited by fear
that evaluators will react negatively if they find deviations
from the traditional norms of curricula, research, and the like.
The possibility for cooperative relationships among any two
graduate institutions performing different work is reduced
because neither is likely to have a realistic understanding
of the other's problems or proper goals.

Tilt. "problem of mission" only begins here. Its ramifications
and implications extend beyond the uses of diversity. They
touch not only the survival of graduate education but the future
of ,,everal kinds of academic excellence as well. As we all
know, steps are being taken now, at a variety of levels, to
phase out graduate programs which, viewed from regional or
other extra-institutional per,pectives. appear redundant, and
such actions have inhibited institutional powers of self-
doterminat:on. But at tl'e moment the severest threats lie in
obliviousnes.: to tne need for earn,2,t, objcctiv,.: self-scrutiny
Aimed at ,ctting rca,,onal;1(- guAL, in a regional
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The challenge has thus been thrust before the nation's graduate schools;

the quality and substance of their responses will clearly be crucial.

Not surprisingly, and despite the precipitous decline in Federal

support for graduate education, the national government continues to

maintain high interest in the subject. The Federal Inter-Agency Committee

on-Education (FICE), in a report on "Federal Policy and Graduate Education"

issued in June 1975, included this statement:

America's, graduate education and research establishment is
a national resource. Furthermore, America's capacity to
respond to changing societal needs, both culturally and
technologically, depends upon the maintenance of the talent
pool in intellectual, scientific, and human service areas.14

The report went on to say:

the Federal government has two primary responsibil-
ities with respect to graduate education. First, it has the
responsibility to assure availability of sufficient manpower
and knowledge resources to meet specific areas of national
need. Secondly, it has the responsibility to assure that an
optimum pool of qualified talent exists in all areas of
knowledge essential to the long-term cultural and practical
requirements of the nation.15

Unfortunately, there is invariably a lag between the perception of a national

need and the political resp-onse to meet it. Nevertheless, it is encouraging

merely to have such statements issued on behalf of all.- the Federal government

agencies concerned with higher education.

There is no pretense that a private philanthropic foundation could

begin to supplant or compete with the Federal government in *port of all

the necessary endeavors of higher education. At the same time, that neither

disqualifies nor should diminish private efforts to bring to bear their

own particular contributions to the quality and success of certain of those

endeavors.

8
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The Danforth Foundation consciously chose as its vehicle for contribu-

ting .to the nation's higher educational resources a graduate fellowship

program. This study has addressed itself to an evaluation of that program,

both in terms Of its contributions to higher education and society's needs,

as well as to its effects on the lives of individuals. The research data,

particularly when seen, in the light of
contemporary problems, 'ndicate more

than ever the need for a program of the character and quality of the Danforth

Graduate Fellowships.) Our study is persuasive that the Foundation has done

and is doing its chosen task well. Others share this view. In an article

in the April 1976 issue of Change Mapzilis, "Thoughts on the Graduate Experi-

ence," David Riesman notes that "The forms by which graduate education is

financed make a tremendous difference in encouraging or discouraging stu-
.dents." 16

Professor Riesman goes on to say:

At some research universities, graduate students are offered
a financial aid package based priMarily on need, often becausethey are regarded as necessary teaching or research assistants,
or because they are regarded as members of a category or
minority for whom compensatory justice is requisite. Someof the ablest students are put off by such offers of aid,
which do not take into account their special qualities--no
one seems to be betting on them as individuals.

. . . The
National Science Foundatiori

predoctoral fellowships and theDanforth and Kent fellowships are among the very few instances_
of national competition that say to a prospective-or enrolled
graduate student that his or her self-esteem, shaky at best,is in fact justified. We need to maintain and increase thenumber of such fellowships based on merit.17

But the Fellowships have done more than merely reward merit.

They have provided a cadre of persons dedicated to the multi-faceted

aspects of higher education. They have contributed to the training of

many outstanding teachers who are committed not,only to Communicating

knowledge but a sense value,, as well. in a day when people seemingly
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,17

even with special attention and funding, these programs met with meagre

enthusiasm and lasted only as long as they were Foundation financed. More

recently,he Foundation in 1974 financed a number of Centers for Teaching

and Learning three of them at major graduate universities. At one of the

Centers attention has concentrated particularly on providing aid and counsel

to teaching assistants, and even junior and senior faculty are beginning to
41;

evince interest. It is too early to determine results, but.it is encouraging

that these activities are now welcomed where once they were spurned. There

i. little question that attitudes toward the concept and practice of teach-

ing inhigher education are being affected by the general reexaminatin of

traditions and patterns now underway in the nation's colleges and universities.

There is little question that American higher education is not and

not be the same as it was in 1951 when the Danforth Graduate Fellowships

were established. Nor is that entirely lamentable, for change must be as much

the law of academe as it is of societies generally. Yet curiously enough,

the essential philosophy and purpose which have characterized the Fellow-

ships throughout these years may be more timely than ever. One is reminded

of the words of Emily Bronte's "Remembrance":

Faithful, indeed, is the spirit that
remembers

After such years of change and yoffering!

But it is not enough merely to remember the quality and success of

the Danforth and Kent Graduate Fellowships which this study has amply

derionstrated, laudable as th,_'y are. Neither is it enough to remember

that through "years of change and suffering" the Danforth Program

,tood as a beacon of vdmational excellence. The Foundation must also;

rem(nitst r rt engoIng aligationc and opportunities as a public trust.



In that spirit, we are confident the Board of Trustees will agree that

a major mission of the Danforth Foundation is the continued strengthening

of higher education through a Graduate Fellowship Program based on a

commitment to ethical values and academic excellence.

VIII THE DI NFORTH AND KENT FELLOWSHIPS

SOME FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

1Cevidence accumulated for this quinquennial review of the Danforth

and Kent Graduate Fellowships presents a remarkable record, a record con-

veyed'only in part and less than perfectly by this report. Note again some

of the highlights:

- The Fellowship competition has consistently attracted the
top talent from colleges and universities

Danforth and Kent Fellows were conspicuously successful
in gaining admission to the nation's leading graduate
schools

- 97% of Danforth and 98% of Kent Fellows completed doctoral
degrees

82% of Danforth and 92% of Kent Fellows are currentlyin
academic positions

Danforth and Kent Fellows remain highly committed to
ethical values in their personal and professional lives

As faculty members Danforth and Kent Fellows maintain unusual
balance between the demands of teaching and of research

- Danforth and Kent Fellows are Aighly esteemed as persons and
as professionals by their campus peers and administrators

- The Fellowships have affected many others beyond the recip-
ients, both within and outside the academic world, through
the selection process, the conferences and workshops, the
"fellowship of the fellowships"

- Danforth and Kent Fellows maintain a high degree of social
awareness and involvement
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- Danforth and Kent Fellowships symbolize quality and excellence
in the field of graduate education in the United States

If these findings are a source of satisfaction, they are also a reminder

that there is still important work to do.

There are those who would argue that a philanthropic foundation is

an anachronism, particularly so in the sphere of higher education where

the prominence of state and federal governments nowilooms so large. Yet

we would insist that., it is precisely because of that prominence that private

efforts are more crucial than ever, not only as countervailing'forces to

governmental power,'but because they have the freedom and flexibility to

do what governments so rarely can. As the Foundation's Annual Resort for

1962-63 noted,

. . . since the Foundation's purposes are to find and put
trust in something as unpredictable as people, and to
strengthen something as elusive as values, and to foster
the process of exAmining something as debatable as the
essential nature of the educational enterprise, then the
recognition must be present that the result, whether
success or failure, can never be wholly known. The Foun-
dation has consciously chosen to undertake tasks that can
never.be completed,. and has fully accepted the intriguing
handicap of being continually uncertain about the final
outcome. But surely this is the nature of education itself.19

It is true, of course, that we shall never know entirerk how the Fellowships

have affected all who held them, but what evidence we have is certainly

impressive.

The anforth Foundation has made a substantial contribution to higher

education in the United States. Whatever the limitations of its resources

may he in the years immediately ahead, we can only urge that the Foundation

must at least endeavor to maintain an ongoing presence in an area so vital

to the quality of American life. This study is convincing evidence that

2
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the Danforth and Kent Graduate Fellowships are sufficiently unique and

important to warrant indefinite continuation.

To those lho would argue the folly of supporting the preparation of

college teachers in a time of oversupply and shrinking demand, we would

answer simply that there can never be an excess of excellence. Neither

can we allow alliatus in the infusionof new and vigorous younger people in

,the ranks of the academy. But, particularly important, the Danforth Foun-

dation symbolizes a concern for human beings and humane values rarely

matched in highei education.

An activity directly related to this study has been an intensive effort

by Staff personnel to develop specific recommendations for future directions

and emphases in the Foundation's ongoing involvement in graduate education.

The document submitted separately represents a thoughtful and thorough

proposal for reorganizing and strengthening the Danforth Graduate Fellowship

Program. We respectfully urge the Board of Trustees to accept and endorse

that proposal, and toward its eventual implementation we would offer some

further considerations.

1. That the Danforth Foundation reassess its own goals and
commitments in the context of the Fellowship Program in
order to determine what directions to pursue in the light
of its changing financial situation.

2. That the Danforth Foundation express its support and where
possible offer its assistance to protagonists of reform
and improvement in graduate education in the United States.

3. That special consideration be given to the support of
older students within the framework of the Fellowship
Program; data from the GFW study indicated that a sub-
tantial number of recipients would not have gone to
graduate school and on to subsequent success without
that award.
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4. That the "fellowship of the Fellowship" activities be continued
and wherever possible augmented through national and regional
conferences which serve as the primary means for transmitting
and reinforcing the essential values of the Danforth Foundation.

S. That Danforth Fellows be used increasingly as consultants and
leaders in Fellowship activities, particularly in conferences
and workshops, as much to help them in renewing and developing
their own commitment and concerns for ethical and educational
issues as to provide models for younger Fellows in the process
of graduate study.

6. That membership on the Advisory Councils', reading committees,
interviewing panels, and planning groups be rotated on a regu- 4

lar basis to assure freshness of approach as well,as to achieve
the broadest impact of the Danforth experience.

7. That the orientation process for readers, interviewers, Advisory
Council members, and others engaged in the selection process of
the Fellowships be reviewed regularly to assure that the persons
involved are conversant with the philosophy and purposes of the
Program, so that nothing will be assumed or merely taken for
granted.

8. That the use of liaison officers on individual campuses as the
"official" nominators of Fellowship candidates be reexamined;
are the L.O.'s doing their job effectively. and are they assur-
ing that every potential candidate enters the competition, and
do they fully understand the philosophy and purposes of the
Danforth"Graduate Fellowship Program?

9 4
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NOTE

Because of their number and_weightthe_Appendites_are.___

not attached to this copy of the Fellowship Report.

Readers interested in having Eopies of the Appendices

matrequest them by writing to:

Dr. ftrren Bryan'Martin, Vice President
The Danforth Foundation
222 South Central Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63105.
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